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Abstract: 

This thesis presents some recent development in time-dependent coupled channel 

methods for one- and two-electron systems. The methods have been applied to detailed 

studies on several different aspects of charge transfer processes in ion-atom collisions at in

termediate to low energies. Measurable quantities, such as partial and total cross sections, 

partial cross sections in projectile energy gain, orientation and alignment fractions, have 

been calculated. Confrontation with experiments has in general given good agreement. 

The work was performed in the period January 1987 to December 1989 at the University 

of Århus (1987), Institute for Energy Technology, Kjeller, (1988) and at the University 

of Bergen, (1988-89). The thesis contains an introduction followed by 10 scientific papers 

from this period. 
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1. Int roduct ion 

Since the invention of Quantum Mechanics the study of Coulomb induced electron 
transfer processes has played a significant role in atomic collision theory. In particular, 
the study of electron capture processes in ion-atom collisions has recieved much attention. 
This has been due to both interesting fundamental aspects of the process and the need 
for accurate electron capture cross sections to other branches of physics and technology. 
The long range behaviour of the Coulomb force, however, gives rise to theoretical and 
computational difficulties. For the latter reason non-perturbative solution schemes to the 
Schrodinger equation has become feasible only in the past 15-20 years. 

Electron capture was first treated clasically by Thomas [1] in 1927. The first quantum 
mechanical treatment was performed a few years later by Oppenheimer [2] and Brinkman 
and Kramers [3], who used the first Born approximation for calculation of capture cross 
sections. The time dependent formulation of the theory was first formulated by Bates and 
co-workers [4] in the fifties. 

This thesis is based on the study of electron transfer processes, and the solution of 
the Schrodinger equation within the coupled channel (CC) approach [5-7], The basic 
philosophy of CC methods is to seek an exact solution of the Schrodinger equation based 
on an expansion of the wave function in a linear combination of suitable basis functions. 
In this work the expansion is based on discrete atomic orbitals (AO) attached to each 
of the two centres, projectile and target. The method will be referred to as AOCC. For 
electron capture at low energies the discrete expansion, leaving out continium channels, is 
a well justified approximation. Further, it is hard to see that the physics of the considered 
processes at higher energies should be drastically altered by processes not spanned by 
the present expansion. For well establised reasons [8] , the internuclear motion can be 
treated classically, i.e. a prescribed time dependent trajectory R(t). Since this study 
is devoted to "outer-shell" processes, which are most significant at intermediate to large 
impact parameters, straight line trajectories are used. 

For an overview of the application of the present methods it can be useful to consider 
a qualitative "outer-shell" classification scheme in analogy with the "inner shell" picture 
by Madison and Merzbacher [9]. The most important parameters for capture from outer 
shells are projectile charge, Zp, and collision velocity, v (atomic units are used) . The 
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region where the AOCC theory can be applied to charge transfer processes is sketched in 
fig. 1A. The AOCC procedure breakes down due to practical limitations (computer storage 
and speed) when Zp becomes of the order of ten. For such values of the projectile charge 
a large number of highly excited states become important as final channels. The matrix* 
elements between highly excited states also become very time consuming to calculate. 

10.0 

CL 

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 
Velocity Caul 

Fig. 1: Approximate regions of validity for various procedures connected 

with electron capture from outer shells. The notation AOGC, refers to close 

coupling expansion in atomic orbitals. Further, MO CO refers to close coupling 

expansion in molecular orbitals, possibly also with a quantal treatment of 

the internuclear motion. Outside the indicated regions various perturbation 

schemes can be applied. 

At low velocities (v < 0.1) it is well known that electron capture is a very state selective 
process [3]. As the velocity increases, charge transfer becomes less state selective and the 
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upper Z? limit where AOCC is possible decreases. At high velocities the AOCC procedure 
can be expected to give results comparable with perturbation methods. However, it is 
a well established fact that perturbation methods and related integrals are much moro 
reliable than coupled channel methods in the high energy regime [10]. 

At low velocities AOCC calculations have been shown to give cross sections close 
to calculations based on an expansion of the total wave function in molecular orbitals 
(MOCC) [11,12]. At extremely low velocities the projectile energy becomes of the order of 
typical electron transfer energies and a full quantum treatment of the internuclear motion 
is necessary $]. 

In summary AOCC theory applies to a broad range of collision velocities and the 
limitations are more of a practical than of a fundamental nature. Al low velocities AOCC 
theory coexists %vith MOCC theory down to a region where a full quantum mechanical 
treatment of the collision is needed. 

In principle, there is no limit of appliability for increasing values of the target charge 
Zj, because the properties of outer shell electrons are relatively insensitive to target charge. 
Electron capture from quasi one-electron targets, i.e. targets carrying one valence electron, 
has been studied for a broad range of Zt values. The presence of several electrons in partly 
filled outer shells, however, causes new types of few- and many-body problems. 

In the present work new methods for solution of the dynamical coupled channel prob
lem and the calculation of related matrix elements are developed (paper section A). The 
methods are applied to a broad range of velocities, from 0.02 au to 2-3 au, and projec
tile charges, from 1 to 8 (papers in section B and C). A calculation involving ant i protons 
as projectile was performed in [13]. Where experimental results have been published, n 
comparison is performed between measurements and calculations. In the next section the 
general theory and methods are reviewed followed by a summary of the work carried our 
on specific collision systems. In the last section we finnish off by a broad outlook on fut urn 
possibilities and further extensions of this work. 
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2. Scope of This Work 

An electron transfer process from a bound state of the target to a bound state on 
the projectile can be described in terms of a change in quantum numbers. This study of 
charge transfer processes is of the type 

P " + + T ( n i , ; i i m i ) j - ^ p C - I > + ( n / , ! / , m / ) + T+. (1) 

An electron, initially in the target state (nt-,/,-, m,-), is transferred to the projectile state 
(ny, / / , mf). Depending on collision parameters for the heavy particle motion a probablity, 
P/{b,v) — \cn/ii/tm/(b)v)\2

1 for the transfer process can be calculated. In this definition 
cnj,ij,m/(&» v) is the asymptotic collision induced amplitude of the final state in question. It 
is indicated explicitely that the probabilities depend on impact parameter, b, and projectile 
impact velocity, v. 

This work is basically concerned with four aspects of theory behind transfer processes: 

1 solution methods (theory, numerical and symbolical techniques) 
2 calculation of measurable quantities, i, e. partial cross sections and probabilities. 
3 transformation of impact parameter dependence to projectile scattering angle 

and projectile energy gain. 
4 reaction dynamics, electron probability density and orientation. 

The first point constitutes a necessary basis for developement of computational tools 
for the other aspects. The second point governs the discussion in the papers of section.*. 
B and C. The third point is related to the understanding of electron capture to highly 
charged ions at low energies (section B), where kinematical heavy particle effects play a 
central role. The last point is related to understanding of the dynamics which niaUc» an 
electron ending up in certain preferred values of the magnetic quantum number my (section 
C), with respect to a defined quantization axis. 
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In terms of measurable physical quantities, the total and differential cross section in 
projectile scattering angle, ft, can be written 

<,"'•<>(v) = 2* Hdbb"V\c„„,„„t(b,v)f> (2) 

In these expressions we sum over all final values of my, because collisional cylindrical 
symmetry is assumed. The second formula indicates that the differential cross section in 
projectile scattering angle is given by a functional dependence on the collision amplitudes. 
to be discussed in section 2.2. In part C of this work a planar symmetry of the collision 
is assumed, i. e. a well defined collision plane is applied. In this case it is possible to 
study details of the collision without performing the sum over final magnetic substatcs, 
As pointed out by Andersen [14], this determines the most sensitive level of comparison 
between theory and experiments. 

2.1 General Framework 

This section describes the theoretical and computational solution methods. It will be 
focused on a one-electron description, i. e. a collision where, to a good approximation, only 
one electron is active. The method can be extended to a two-electron description if the one 
electron wave functions are replaced by Slater determinants and a two electron H;imiUoiii;in 
is considered (paper B.6). The wave function is expanded in a linear combination of 
approximate atomic eigenstates attached to each nuclei. The number of functions is in 
principle arbitrary, but in practice limited by computer storage and speed. 

Two types of basis functions are used, both related to the radial functions of the 
hydrogen atom. The functions centred around the target are defined in terms of effective 
charge hydrogen-like functions on the form 

{r\Kjim,ze/}) = Rnj,zeJI(r)Yt,m($J).exp(-iEnti.t) (4) 

Here n,l,m refer to well known quantum numbers and Zeff is computed according to 
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where En,i is the experimental energy level of the s ta te . These functions become 

identical to the hydrogenic ones when Ze/f = 1. Special a t ten t ion has been given to tla-

descript ion of t he final s ta tes in the first par t of t he work. For reasons described in [15], 

t runca ted q u a n t u m defect functions represent acceptable approximat ions for the excited 

final s ta tes of highly charged ions carrying a core. Having defined origo at t he target rlie 

projectile centred functions can be wri t ten 

v2 

M ^ M . m . z ) = f l „ . 1 / 1 z ( r ) ^ 1 m ( ^ , ^ ) . e x p ( - t £ n i / . E - i — .t + i v . r ) , (G! 

where v is the projectile velocity. T h e parameter n* is now given by 

T h e q u a n t u m defect of the s ta te is defined as <$„,/ = n — n*. Th i s quan t i ty is a measure of 

the phaseshift of the nodes in the radial wave function caused by the presence of r he core 

electrons. T h e addi t ional velocity dependent phase factors in eq. 6 are well known electron 

t rans la t ion factors, necessary to mainta in Galileean invariance and probabil i ty conserva

tion of the dynamical p rob lem [16]. In section B only low projectile velocities {i' < 0.3 

) were considered. For this reason a simplified first order t r ea tmen t of the translation;!! 

factors [15] were used. In section C, of this work more general aspects of the t ime develop

ment and of the final s ta te dis tr ibut ions on mf quan tum numbers is considered. Effective 

charge functions have also been used as final s ta tes in this section because the calculation 

of matr ix-elements are more straight-forward for effective charge functions. In addit ion 

an implementa t ion of a procedure to calculate matr ix-elements without a p p r o x i m a t i o n 

for t he electron translat ion factors was necessary (paper A.2) because a broader velocity 

range was s tudied. T h e procedure is based on symbolic manipula t ion techniques, but \vn* 

programmed in For t ran for direct inclusion in the numerical code. 

T h e idea of symbolic programming using a numerical language, was originally eon-

ceived and analysed in the Bergen Group a few years ago [17]. T h e methotl has turned 

out to be a powerful general tool for calculations of two-centre integrals, contrary to tlie-

original assumpt ion of Shakeshaft [18]. 
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The wave function is expanded in a linear combination of previously defined orbitals, 

» ;' 
When this expansion is inserted into the time-dependent Schrodinfer equation, and stan
dard techniques are applied, a system of coupled first-order differential equations 

* S ^ c = Mc, [9) 

is obtained. Here S is the overlap matrix following from time dependent non orthogonality 
of the states connected to different centres, and M is the coupling matrix following from the 
Coulomb perturbation between different states. The vector c contains the time dependent 
expansion coefficients of eq. S. 

It can be shown [16] that by simply inverting the overlap matrix in eq. 9, the new 
coupling matrix will not provide transient probability conservation and this makes the 
numerical procedures more complicated. A general fast transformation method of the 
equations into an orthogonal system was d^ , :ved. The preorthonormalization procedure 
(paper A.l) possess several numerical advantages, and also provides a transparent way of 
dealing with time dependent non-orthogonal states in quantum mechanics. The output of 
the preorthonormalidation procedure is a transformed set of equations, 

i ^ c t = M ' c t , (10) 

which are integrated by standard numerical methods [19]. The-numerical methods have 
been tested towards numerous independent techniques. For example, the correctness of 
the s - p integrals have been checked by a independent code programmed by Dubois [20]. 
Indeed, a finite number of tests do not prove that any sufficiently complex program will 
be correct in the general case. However, at some stage of the checking procedure one just 
gets convinced that it is. 

In paper A.3 of this thesis various coupled channel methods for electron capture from 
two-electron targets are discussed. The use of effective one-electron models compared 
to two-electron treatments are discussed, both procedures applied in this thesis. Even 
if one-electron models have been applied with some success in this work, it is expected 
that a two-electron model will be more reliable in the general case. This was for example 
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seen from introductory work (unpublished) on the A r 6 + — He system {paper B.6). A one 
electron model for capture gives e.g. no information about the final states of the target 
system after the collision such as different relaxation modes. Nevertheless , a one electron 
model can be useful and in some cases also give accurate cross sections (paper B.7). 

2.2 Highly Charged Projectiles at Low Energies 

The model of Larsen and Taulbjerg [15] had shown that in general, there was good 
agreement between experiments and theory when comparing total electron capture cross 
sections. The present work was initiated by confronting their model with experiments on 
the level of partial ("/ ,J/) cross section distributions. Spectra of partial cross sections 
were, however, only available as differential cross sections in projectile energy gain, i.e. 
the energy gained by the projectile following from exoergk electron capture. The cross 
section in energy gain follows from a one to one correspondence between the cross sect ion 
in scattering angle and can be written, 

da ^ da1 ^ de* d B

 m , 

where f runs over final states and ~-fe- is the partial cross section in projectile scattering 
angle. The transformation J J ^ is a simple kiaematical transformation [21]. The cross 
section in projectile scattering angle turnes out to be more complicated: Calculations 
based on an effective Couloumb potential, in analogy with the SCA model [22], seem hind 
to justify at low velocities, due to the problem of defining a consistent scattering poteuiinl. 
By using the eikonal approximation of McCarrol and Salin [23] , however, the quantum 
mechanical t - matrix element for the capture amplitude can be derived to an accuracy of 
the order of the ratio between the electron and proton mass. The eikonal approximation 
is based on a Bessel transformation of the coupled channel amplitudes, c1tJiiJtinj[b. c). 

^ * l * f t f ,rfWJ(m /-m i)[2A'fainW2)]c» / li / i m /(6,t;y i '<*' ' '^ ' '^>| 2 . (12) 

Here 9 is thf scattering angle, k is the wavenumber of relative motion and v{v, h) is Coulom-
bic phases associated with the heavy particle motion and the correct asymptotic solution 
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of the wave equation. This approach was used for an analysis of a particular reaction. 

at 3.27 KeV projectile energy. Good agreement was found between experiment and the
ory. However, it turned out that a comparison at low energies must be performed at the 
spectral level because the different (n/, //) contribution to the spectra consists of overlap-
ing structures in the energy gain spectrum. The energy dependence of the partial cross 
sections for this reaction at low velocities were computed in paper B.5 and found to be at 
least in qualitatively agreement with measurements. 

In order to investigate the generality of these findings a two-electron model was de
veloped and applied to the reaction 

Ar6++He(U2) —> Ar5+ + He+(U) 

The results for this reaction confirmed the previous results at low velocities. It was also 
shown that the problem of overlaping structures is a purely low velocity phenomenon. 
Excellent agreement for the energy dependence of the partial cross sections were found. 

A model study of simultaneous projectile core excitation and capture was performed 
for the reaction 

7Ve 6 + + tfe(ls2) —* Nes++He+(ls). 

at 2.0 KeV. This study was undertaken because Landau-Zener calculations hfid underesti
mated the partial cross section with a factor of 10 [24]. The discrepancy coula possibly be 
due to collision induced core excitation as important final channels. We found, however. 
no indication of such two-step processes within a simple model. The reason was due two 
the small magnitudes of matrix elements for transitions including projectile core change 
relative to passive core transitions. Instead, good agreement was found when comparing 
theoretical and experimental partial cross sections at spectral level. 
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2.3 Propensi ty Rules in Ion-Atom Collisions 

During the last decade experimental and theoretical studies of alignment and orien
tation of atomic outer shells has become an active branch of atomic collision research [25]. 
Electronic alignment and orientation parameters are closely related to the charge cloud 
distribution during the collision. In one-electron processes this study is the most funda
mental level at which theory and experiments can be compared. In fig. 2 a schema tit-
experimental setup is shown. 

*%\%> —Polarizer 
S ( * \ / 4 plate) 

Fig. 2: A schematic diagram f or a coincidence setup measuring excitation to a p state. 
Beam particles scattered at an angle &cof are measured in coincidence with polarization 
analysed photons emitted perpendicular to the collision plane (from fi"9j). 

For s-p excitation the final shape of the p state charge distribution can be obtained 
by studying the polarisation of the emission when the electron deexcites. If the detected 
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signals are recorded in coincidence with the scattering angle of the projectile, and the 
projectile velocity is sufficiently large, the impact parameter dependence of the excitation 
mechanism is obtained. In principle similar measurements can be performed for capture 
into a p-state. 

In atom-atom collisions a new concept, baptised "propensity rules", was developed by 
Andersen and Nielsen [26]. Preferred transitions in excitation/deexcitation was shown to 
follow the criterion 

— + Am7r = 0, (13) 
VM 

where Ae and Am refer to the change in energy and in magnetic quantum number, VM is 
the collision velocity and a is an effective interaction region. Following eq. 13 \s) —• [p_ i) 
excitation is favoured according to this criterion, while \s) —* \p+i) is surpressed. 

Equation 13 is a generalisation of the Massey criterion, valid for right hand geometry 
planar collisons. It can further be related to an effective impact parameter range where 
the transition is most probable. This stands in analogy to the theory of K-shell ionization 
by Bang and Hansteen [$] where an adiabatic radius gives an impact parameter range 
which contributes mostly to the total cross section. In general such phase arguments 
based on first order perturbation theories can illuminate the physics behind complicated 
calculations. 

The goals for this project were to investigate if similar preferences occured for capture 
in ion-atom collisions and for excitation in the presence of capture channels. The problem 
was first studied in terms of a model calculation (paper C.8). The results indeed showed 
that underlying kinematical phase effects also dominate this process, thus confirming the 
propensity rules for capture. However, the fact that electron translational factors and 
non orthogonality obscures the simplicity of our first rr:del, called for a more realistic 
treatment. In particular it was focused on the valic / of the propensity rules from a 
calculation on the reactions 

p + Na{3s) —> H(2p,m = ±l) + Na+. 

p-rJVa(3s) —• p + Na(ZPlm = ±l) 

The results, however, again confirmed the fact that for excitation and endoergic capture 
the |p-j) state tends to dominate over the |p+i) state. 
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In a subsequent letter (paper CIO) we have studied the orientation and alignment fur 
asymetric systems. For such systems the original analysis of Andersen and Nielsen [26] arc-
no longer valid. Surprisingly, the propensity rules were again confirmed for the reaction 

B 3 + + f f e ( l s 2 ) —• B2+{2p,m = ±l) + He+{ls). 

These findings seem to indicate that preferred orientation and alignment in terms of 
propensity rules, are fundamental properties of the dynamics of atomic collisions at in
termediate to large impact parameters and for intermediate to high velocities. Indeed, the 
first order predictions are verified outside the perturbation regime. In fact close coupling 
solutions often give even more prominent propensities than the first order theory predicts. 
No experimental results on these issues are available» but experiments are in progress [27], 
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3. Conclusions and Outlook 

In this work new computational methods have been developed for studying electron 
capture and excitation processes in the non-perturbative regime. The methods have been 
applied to a broad range of collision systems and collision parameters. Calculations have 
been performed for one- and two-electron systems. In cases where theory has been con
fronted with experiments good agreement is in general achieved. It has been pointed out 
that the independent particle approximation is invalid for electron capture to outer shells. 
Propensity rules have been predicted for capture to singly and multiply charged ions and 
new mechanisms for orientation and alignment have been discovered. 

There exists several plans for future extensions of the developed computer code. Key
words in this connection are better descriptions of wave functions and potentials at small 
internuclear distances, inclusion of ionisation channels, ootimalization and software exten
sions on the input/output interfaces. Future extensions will of course also heavily rely on 
experimental activities. 

The history of coupled channel theory in some aspects reflects the history of modern 
physics: As computer technology advanced it has been possible to study finer aspects of the 
collision by increasingly better tools. At the same time it has become possible to measure-1 

multiple cross sections to high accuracy. The most basic principles of capture mechanisms 
are now investigated and comparison between theory and experiments are performed at 
the most detailed level quantum mechanics allows. 

Future theory on development of the shape of the wave function during the collision 
opens a promising branch of collision physics. The observation of systematical effects by 
graphical visualisation [28-29] of the collision combined with predictions of measurable 
quantities is probably an exciting future field of atomic collision theory. 
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A PREORTHONORMALJZATION PROCEDURE FOR COUPLED CHANNEL PROBLEMS 
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We present a general procedure to construct an onhonormal basis and the corresponding coupling matrix from the coupling 
and overlap matrices pertaining to a close-coupling problem in a nononhogonal two-centre atomic expansion. 

t. Introduction 

The coupled channel description within the im
pact-parameter formalism has become a standard 
method [1,2] for charge transfer calculations in ion 
atom collisions at lower impact energies. Electron 
capture in collisions of highly charged ions with 
atoms or ions are of particular interest in fusion 
research and a good deal ot experimental and 
theoretical effort is currently devoted to study 
such collision systems. The number of states that 
may be populated in highly charged ion-aiom 
collisions is often so high that the time consump
tion in coupled channel calculations may ap
proach a prohibitive limit. Optimized computa
tional schemes then become of desisive practical 
importance. 

In the impact-parameter treatment of atomic 
collisions the Schrddinger equation describing the 
electron wave function | i£ e ) . is given by 

i | l O - « ( ' ) I U (1) 

where the electronic Hamiltonian, / / ( /} , depends 
on time through the internuclear coordinate, which 
is treated classically. In an atomic expansion of 
the wavefunction a solution to eq. (1) is sought 
within a finite space consisting of n state attached 

to the target, and m states attached to the pro
jectile, in this case one obtains a set of (n + rr-) 
coupled first-order differential equations for the 
expansion coefficients 

LS(0^c-M(»)c. (2) 

• NOR.D1TA guest. 

0010-4655/88/S03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Hoi land Physics Publishing Division) 

where S(f) is the overlap matrix due the nonor-
thogonality between the atomic states connected 
to different nuclei, and M(r} is the coupling ma
trix. A direct way of solving this problem is by 
inversion of the overlap matrix combined with a 
numerical Runge-Kutta scheme. 

In the present work we describe a general 
method for solving eq. (1) in a preorthogonalized 
basis which is spanning the same finite Hilbert 
space as the original atomic basis. The method 
was used in ref. [3J in a special simple case. It will 
be shown that the number of operations needed to 
generate the coupling matrix in the orthogonal 
basis is of order n{n +m)2. This is superior to a 
standard matrix inversion procedure which typi
cally has a (n + m)3 efficiency. We realize that the 
symmetry and sparseness of the overlap matrix in 
special cases may be exploited to speed up matrix 
inversion, and appreciate that matrix inversion 
may be as fast as the present method when n and 
m are approximately equal. But the present method 
is general and physically transparent. Calculations 
in an orthogonal basis have further attractive fea
tures related to transient probability conservation 
and to numerical stability in the time integration. 
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2. A Gram-Schmidt procedure 

After a standard expansion in n target func
tions and m projectile functions which are inter
nally orthogonal the matrices involved in eq. (2) 
can be specified by their submatrices 

S ( M « ts" T M(f) 
M p i 

(3) 
where I is the identity matrix and S in a Hermi-
liun matrix. The departure from Hermiiicily in the 
coupling matrix is related to the time variation of 
the overlap matrix as expressed by the following 
general relation 

M ' - M - i ^ S . (4) 

This relation reflects the norm conservation of the 
electronic wave-function and follows from the 
Hermiticiiy of the Hamihonian [4|. It is readily 
shown that eq. (4) remains valid after a genera! 
linear basis transformation, [n particular it follows 
that the transformed coupling matrix M is Hermi-
lian if the new basis is orthonormal. S = I. 

The basic idea of our method is to take ad
vantage of the fact that one may often have rela
tively many states on one of the atomic centres 
and relatively few on the other. In the case where 
the number of projectile states is larger than the 
number of target states, the projectile states | pk) 
will be kept unchanged. The target states \iil) are 
transformed by a Gram-Schmidt procedure to 
provide mutually orthonormal basis states also in 
the target space. The specific choice of the new 
states, and the corresponding expression for the 
matrix elements in this basis determines the ef
ficiency of the procedure. 

We observe that by operating on the n th target 
state with the projection oper.itor 

P U > - I - £ \pk)(P,\ )/^A„, 

• - ' . , • 1 • z s™sn. 

(5} 

(6) 
i - .i - i 

we obtain a state which is orthogonal to the m 
projectile states. Realizing that the transformed 
state now has all the properties of a \ p) state, it 
may be relabeled as | p„) = P{n) |f„>. The next 

orthogonal state is now obtained by operating on 
target state no. n - 1 by the projection operator 
P{n~\), and the process of projection and re
labeling continues iteratively until all r.irget slates 
are transformed. The result of this procedure is a 
set of coupled equations for the expansion coeffi
cients in the new preorthonormalized basis: 

i4-c = Mc. (7) 
at 

An explicit algorithm for the determination of the 
new coupling matrix M is given below. In confer* 
mity with eq. (4) it is found that M is indeed 
Hermitian. Since the new and the old representa
tions coincide at large intemudear separations it 
is clear that 
c(i= ±oo) = c ( / = ±oo). (S) 

We now turn to the relevant expressions for the 
elements of the coupling matrix as it is modified 
in each step in the orthonormalization procedure. 
Obviously, only one row and one column in the 
matrix are transformed in each iteration. The first 
projection transforms the elements involving the 
nth target state. Of these, it is readily seen tha* the 
original exchange type elements transform into 
their final form (j>ft) 

M„ - 4 - L™ - "I" S.YMA <9 0) 

Jl? ;„-Jl}„;. (9b) 

while the original one centre matrix elements 
transform into intermediate forms (j < n) 

.»„ = i ) ( ; - z M,IX, 

(10a) 

. - , • 1 < " J 

'£" s,i'sr. 

(10b) 
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where Sn/ are elements in the intermediate form of 
the overlap matrix (_/" < n) 

1* 
( i i ) 

Eqs. (10) and (11) confirm that eq. (4) is satisfied 
in each individual step in the orthonormalization 
procedure. Finally, the diagonal element is trans
formed into 

K« * C - I (M^SH + M^Sjn 

+ L sZMZ-sF, v " d' XT 

(H) 

It is not difficult to show that this expression is 
real. i.e. that all diagonal elements are real after 
completion of the iterative orthonormalization 
procedure. A suitable phase transformation of the 
expansion vector c will, accordingly eliminate the 
diagonal elements. It is well known that the 
elimination of such secular terms increases the 
stability of the numerical scheme and provides a 
significant reduction in computing time. 

An inspection of eqs. (9)-(12) shows that ap
proximately u operations are involved in the 
transformation of a nondiagonal element while 
diagonal elements require approximately p2 oper
ations, where fi is the effective number of pro
jectile states. The total number of operations in 
the complete orthonormalization procedure is 
accordingly of order n(n + m)1, i.e. a factor {m/n) 
faster then standard matrix inversion if n-^m. 

Preorthonormalization may accordingly provide an 
essential reduction in time consumption for exam
ple in calculations of electron capture processes in 
collisions of highly charged ions with atoms. 

3. Subroutine listing 

Below, a Fortran version of the described trans
formation algorithm is listed. The subroutine mcalc 
( ) is the preorthonormalization routine which 
returns the matrix M. mcalc ( ) takes as argu
ments the integers n and m where n is the num
ber of target states and w is the number of 
projectile states, respectively. Further the overlap 
matrix and coupling matrix in the nonorthogonal 
reference frame must be evaluated in advance and 
stored in the common matrices sc and vc. The 
target states are assumed to initially occupy the 
submatrix sc(l: n. 1: n) and vc(l: n, 1: n), which 
means that the state vector contains all the target 
states followed by all the projectile states. The 
Hermitian coupling matrix is returned through vc 
and the initial overlap matrix is destroyed. 

The auxilary subroutine norm ( ) (not listed) 
calculates the normalization factor 

ai = \/{At 

and its time derivative 

dai = i— -==• 

which can be done by taking advantage of eq. (4). 
The routine takes as arguments the real variables 
ai and dai, an integer index which refers to the 
current target state to be transformed and «, m -
the number of target, projectile states. 

subroutine mcalc(n.m) 

Evaluates coupling matrix in a preorthonormalized basis 
based on coupling and overlap matrix in nonorthogonal 
basis 

parameter ns tat = 40} 
complex sc(nstat,nstat).vc(nstat,nstat) 
common/block l/sc,vc 
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do 5 i - n . 1 , - 1 
cal! norm(ai,dai,i,n,m) 

c 
c transformation of diagonal elements 
c 

do 6 k = i + l,n + m 
vc(i,i) = vc(i,i) • vc(i,k) * sc(k,i) — vc(k,i) * sc(i,k) 
do 7 kk = i + l,n + m 

vc(i,i) = vc(i.i) + vc(kk,k)*sc(k,i)*sc(i,kk) 
7 continue 
6 continue 

vc(i.i) = real(vc(i,i))» ai» ai 
c 
u transformation of exchange elements 
t: 

do 8 j = i + l,n + m 

do 9 k = i + l,n + m 
vc(ij") = vc(i j ) - vc(k j ) * sc(i,k) 

9 continue 

vc(ij) = vc(ij} + ai 
vc(j.i) = cmplx(real(vcti j)). - aimag(vc(i j » ) 

8 contin'.e 
e 
c transformation of direct one-center elements 
c 

d o l O j = l , i - l 

do 11 k = i + l,n + m 
sc(ij) = sc(ij) - sc(i,k) * sc(kj) 
vc(ij) » vc(ij) - vc(kj) * sc(i,k) 
vcfj.i) = vc(j,i) - vc(j,k) * sc(k,i) + scfj.k) * 

$ (cmplx(real(vc(i,k)}, - aimag(vc(i,k))} - vc(k,i)) 

11 continue 

sc(i j)-sc(i j)*ai 
sc(j,i) =cmplx(real(sc(ij)),- aimag(sc(ij))) 

vc(j,i) =vc(j,i)-ai - cmpbc{0.,dai)*sc(j.i)/ai 
vc(ij) = vc(ij)-ai 

10 continue 

5 continue 
return 
end 
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TWO-CENTRE INTEGRALS 
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The Fourier transform method for calculation of atomic and molecular two-centre integrals is programmed in Fortran, 
using algebraic manipulation techniques. The subroutines can be directly included in numerical codes and provide efficient 
and general methods for the calculation of two-centre integrals for any quantum numbers or geometry. 

PROGRAM SUMMARY 

Title of program; Alain 

Catalogue number: ABLY 

Program obtainable from: CPC Program Library, Queen's Uni
versity of Belfast, N. Ireland (see application form in this 
issue) 

Computer. SUN 3/50 

Operating system: Unix 

Program language used: Fortran 77 

High speed storage required: 438 Kb 

No. of bits in a word: 7 

No. of cards in combined program and test deck: 936 

Card punching code: ASCII * 

0 0 1 0 - 4 6 5 5 / 8 9 / S 0 3 . 5 0 © Elsevier Science Publ ishers 
(Nor th -Hol l and Phvsics Publ ishing Division 1! 

Keywords: atomic, charge transfer, two-centre integrals, Four
ier transform, impact parameter, collisions, symbolic manipu* 
lationarVaiuM of physical problem -> •DUItf\ 

Calculation of two-centre overlap and coupling elements for 
atomic and molrcular purposes based on the Fourier transform 
method. 

Restrictions on the complexity of the problem 
These are, in principle, only restricted by the computer 
memory. Integrals with quantum numbers up to /, m < 3 has 
been tested with the present array sizes 

Typical running time 
The first test example required 0.9 CPU seconds. The second 
test example required 58 CPU seconds. 

Unusual features of the program 
Algebraic manipulation techniques are programmed in Fortran 
for direet inclusion in larger numerical codes. 

B.V. 
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LONG WRITE UP 

1. Introduction 

During the last ten years, coupled channel 
calculations within the impact parameter descrip
tion, has become a standard procedure for the 
calculation of partial arid total cross sections in 
ion-atom and atom-atom collisions. This ap
proach involves the computation of two-centre 
integrals, i.e. three-dimensional space integrals of 
two wave functions centred at different positions 
in space. The calculation of such integrals be
comes complicated, because the wave functions 
must be multiplied by transnational factors to en
sure Galilean in variance of the theory. 

Even if general agreement with experiments has 
been found on the comparison level of total and 
partial cross sections, more detailed studies of the 
collision dynamics have been relatively few. Such 
studies include for example impact parameter and 
velocity dependence of orientation and alignment 
phenomena. For this case the most interesting 
velocity region in ion-atom collisions is probably 
at intermediate velocities, implying that approxi
mation schemes for the two-centre integrals may 
be hard to find. 

The Fourier transform method has been intro
duced by Sin Fai Lam [1], and later generalised by 
Shakeshaft [2]. It has also been implemented by 
Noble [3] and used in numerical calculations [4]. 
Noble used the general purpose symbolic manipu
lation language REDUCE, to generate expressions 
which could be used to calculate the integrals 
numerically by a Fortran program. 

Alternatively, one can program algebraic rules 
in a standard programming language. This has 
been done earlier by Hansen and Kocbach [5] for 
a related problem. The algebraic rules for static 
O = 0) overlap integrals was programed in Pascal 
and included in a numerical code for the calcula
tion of molecular energy curves. A comparison 
between this approach and the use of the symbolic 
manipulation language MACSYMA, can be found 
in ref. [6J. 

The present subroutines are probably more 
general and easier to include into other programs 
than Noble's procedures, because they are written 

in Fortran and include the full generality of 
Shakeshaft's formalism. For example, the sub
routines handles the a — 0 case and thus provide 
efficient methods for the calculation of coupling 
elements of static type. The formulation is also 
applicable for any collision geometry and can 
therefore be used directly for calculations refer
ring to different geometries, which also reduce the 
possibility of phase errors. 

2. Solution method 

The present versions of the subroutines uses 
hydrogenlike effective charge functions of the type 

+„,„.Ar)-R„,Jr)Y,m(r) 

-(iv-vr- (1) 

or Slater orbitals of the same form which replace 
the Laguerre polynomial Rn{z(r). The method 
can also be extended to handle die more com
plicated many electron Hartree-Fock functions. 
In the code, functions and integrands are repre-

. sentcd as arrays of coefficients, powers and expo
nents. Thus, when two wave functions are multi
plied, together with the momentum transfer term, 
the overlap appears as a sum of integrals of gen
eral type, 

Su-ZcjWjh (2) 

where 

Xci»-r^\l>-rt-<:rt~drk 

Following Shakeshaft, each term in the overlap 
can be written as scalar products of unit vectors p, 
and the coordinate r,: 

/ ( , - , , ) - / d ' r . r . " ' - V 2 ( ^ . - l ) ( ^ - < i ) 

^•••(PL:'.)(P,-r,)---{PLl-r„) 

xei°-'-*l»">-"--'"'. (3) 
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Here, L,, L} denotes common indices for the 
number of scalar product operations to be per
formed for the equality to be valid. It was shown 
by Shakeshaft that each term /(i\y) can be ex
pressed as linear operations on a basic finite in
tegral, 

1(N„L„NJ.LJ) . • 

X{TC) (W) )0

iy—A-' W 

where 

A = )jy(l -y) \a + b\* + yc1 + (I -y)d2 

Note that the operations (PLi • v%) - - - {PL] - Vb) 
are just partial derivau'ves with respect to one of 
the components of the a, b vectors. 

The fact that the operations on the basic in
tegral can be programmed, and that the oper
ations maintain finite integrals of numerically 
well-behaving integrands, is the great advantage of 
this method compared to other methods. In the 
code the operations are performed on arrays. The 
differentiations with respect to the parameter c 
are then performed a given number of times, and 
for each differentiation the operation 

i 

+ k,W{\-yY'A'-*Rh-c>>^ 
-*^-'* , ( l -^)*'^- , i !*'*V'* , j i~A* (5) 

is performed. In the program this operation is 
evaluated as follows: The indices o f each variable 
are stored in different arrays. By adjusting the 
elements in the arrays and introducing some new 
elements the correct symbolic form of the differ
entiation operation is obtained. ', similar proce
dure is used for the parametric differentiation 
with respect to the parameter d. When the differ

entiations are finished, the symbolic representa
tion of the c- and ^-powers is no longer needed. 
The numerical value is, therefore, calculated and 
merged into the coefficient array, Then the partial 
differentiations with respect to the components of 
the a, b vectors are performed using the same 
technique. 

It is easily seen that the arrays can grow fast 
quite large, causing a significant slowdown of the 
numerical integration. To minimize this problem 
additional procedures to represent the arrays in 
the most compact way arc constructed. To in
crease the integration efficiency even further, ad
ditional analysis to pick out the most relevant 
terms could possibly also be programmed. 

The present version of Alain, including the test 
program, calculates only the overlap integrals on a 
prescribed mesh of the internuclear distance. It is, 
however, easy to change the calling parameters to 
calculate the elements of the coupUngmatrix as 
well. Note that the theory is also valid in the limit 
u — 0, which is included in the program. This 
allows for the possibility of calculating many types 
of (static) molecular integrals very efficiently. 

In summary a special-purpose symbolic mani
pulation system is constructed in Fortran to 
calculate integrands as input for numerical in
tegration of atomic and moleqular two-centre in
tegrals. The symbol manipulation pari of the code 
is very fast; in practical calculations only a small 
fraction of the computer time is spent on creating 
wave functions and integrands. We believe that 
such " home made" algorithims produce more effi
cient and in many aspects more reliable code then 
general purpose packages. 

3. Testprogram and subroutines 

The main subroutine ALAIN() controls the al
gorithm. It is called with the arguments islat (Slater 
option), zl , n l , 11, ml, z2, n2, 12, m2 (quantum 
numbers) and rmin, nor (internuclear distance of 
first integral, numbers of integrals to calculate). If 
islat « 0 the routine will calculate the overlap be
tween user defined Slater orbitals. If islat -»1 the 
overlap is calculated for hydrogen like functions 
based on the quantum numbers. Numerical results 
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are returned by the complex array res. The sub
routine first creates the symbolic representations 
of the wavefunctions. Then the integrand is con
structed, based on the wave functions, and finally 
the overlap integrals are calculated on a pre
scribed mesh of intemuclear points. 

In CREWF() the effective charge, hydrogenlike 
functions, are constructed based on the parame
ters z, n, 1, m (charge and quantum numbers). The 
wavefunctions are returned in the arrays wkf 
(coefficients), wrekp (powers of r), wxekp (powers 
of x), wyekp (powers of y) and wzekp (powers of 
:), alf (exponential factor) and nr (the number of 
array entries). The Slater functions is correspond
ingly defined by CRESLO. which asks for coeffi
cients, powers, exponents and /, m quantum num
bers for two Slater orbitals. 

In CRERSO the symbolic form of the in
tegrand for each term in eq. (2) is constructed. 
The parameters nl , n2 determines the number of 
differentiations to be performed with respect to 
the (real) parameters c and d (eq. (4)). The num
bers of partial derivatives with respect to the 
different components of a and b arc stored in the 
two integer arrays.ex(3) and cy(3). The resulting 
structure of the integrand is returned in the arrays 
kfarr(nr) (coefficients), aarr (powers of A), yarr 
(powers of >»), myarr (powers of 1 — y), rarr 
(powers of the internuclear distance), vekp (powers 
of velocity components), rekp (powers of compo
nents of the internuclear vector)). The routines 
COMPRSO and MERGER are used for compact 
representation of the final integrand structure. 

In NUM() the numerical integration is utilized. 
A number (nor) of integrals is performed on a 
mesh from starting internuclear (scalar) distance 
rmin. Note that the present version of num calcu
lates integrals on a constant spacing Rx mesh, 
using the straight line trajectory relation for Jt. 
Note also that the present version of NUM() 
define a — o (velocity) and b — 0. The integration 
procedure used in this example is the addaptive 
Gauss integration identical to the CERN library 
routine D-113. These restrictions may easily be 
changed. In addition, a subroutine for listing of 
the integrand parameters is also constructed 
(PRTRSO). This is useful for inspection of the 
integrand structure and may display important 

terms in the perturbation calculations. An exam
ple on the use of this subroutine is showed in the 
first test calculation. 

4. Test calculations 

The testprogram TEST() first ask the user if the 
overlaps are going to be calculated between Slater 
orbitals or hydrogenlike functions. In the latter 
case the program asks for effective charge and 
quantum numbers for two different states. It fur
ther requires starting initial internuclear distance, 
number of integrals to be evaluated, and each 
component of the impactparameter and velocity 
vector b(i), v(i), i - 1 , 3 . The overlaps S,} -
(i | exp( iu*r) | j ) are then returned for the pre
scribed number of meshpoints through the com
plex array res. In the first test calculation the 
interactive input sequence is shown for the calcu
lation of the overlap <ls |exp( iD-r) |2p + 1 > (2*= 1) 
is the so called natural coordinate frame [7]. Note 
that the hydrogenlike functions are entered as 
Slater orbitals to illustrate the use of this option. 
In this example 12 integrals are calculated for 
* = (0,1,0). o = (1,0,0), and r = l for both func
tions. The elements in the integration arrays are 
also printed by a call to PRTRS(). In the second 
test calculation a similar overlap (ls|exp(ii:* 
r } j 4 f + 3 ) is calculated for the same charges and 
geometry. Note that the relation 

s , » - ( - i ) ' ' * ' ' s , : . , ( - ' > . (6) 

which follows from symmetry considerations [8], is 
fulfilled. A series of other tests have also been 
performed. This include comparing the v = 0 limit 
with other programs and checking the norm con
servation, 

i^S^-M^-M^, (7) 

when the exchange elements of the coupling ma* 
trix M are also calculated. 

Test calculation J 

Slater (0) or hydrogenlike functions (1)? 
0 
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Enter rmin.nor 
20.0 12 
Enter geometry of b,v vector 
0.0 1.0 
1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
Enter coefficient, power, exponent and spher. 
harmonic 
quantum numbers for the first slater orbital 
2.0 0 1.0 0 0 
Enter cocfiricnt, power, exponent and spher. 
harmonic 
quantum numbers for the SECOND slater orbital 
0.2041 1 0.5 1 1 

Symbolic form of integrand: 
c-1000000 
d - 0.500000 

kf rr yr myr vekpd.2.3) rckpd.2.3) 

0.00000 0.37500 - 5 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0.00000 0.37500 -4 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0.00000 0.12500 - 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0.00000 --1.87500 - 7 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0.00000 • -1.87500 - 6 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0.00000 --0.75000 - 5 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0.37500 0.00000 - 5 - 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0.00000 --0.12500 - 4 3 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0.3750D 0.00000 »-4 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0.12300 0.00000 - 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Irtl. sud. dilt. Real Imaginary Time 

20.00000 -0.00013 0.00018 -19.97499 
16.37374 -0.0006S 0.00087 -16J4317 
12.75063 -0.00320 0.00400 -12.71136 
9.13444 -0.01484 0.01646 -9.07954 
5J3875 -0.06251 0.05297 -5.44772 
2.07305 -0.14755 -0.00084 -1.81591 
2.07304 0.14755 -0.00084 1.81591 
5.53874 0.06251 0.05297 5.44772 
9.13444 0.01484 0.01646 9.07954 

12.75M3 0.00320 0.00400 12.71135 
16.37373 0.00065 0.00087 16.34317 
20.00000 0.00013 0.00018 19.97498 

Test calculation 2 

Slater (0) or hydrogenlike functions (1)? 
1 
Enter zl, nl , 11, ml 
1.0 1 0 0 
Enter z2, n2,12, m2 
1.0 4 3 3 

Int. nucl. dist Real Imaginary Time 
20.00000 -0.01598 0.00557 -19.97499 
16.37374 -0.02175 0.0066S -16.34317 
12.75063 -0.02532 0.00606 -12.71136 
9.13444 -0.02245 0.00272 -9.07954 
5.53875 -0.01050 -0.00178 -5.44772 
107305 0.00100 -0.00031 -1.81591 
2.07304 -0.00100 -0.00031 1.81591 
5.53874 0.01050 -0.00178 5.44772 
9.13444 0.02245 0.00272 9.07954 

12.75063 0.02532 0.00606 12.71135 
16.37373 0.02175 0.00665 16.34317 
20.00000 0.01598 0.00557 19.97498 
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Abstract 

It is argued that the independent particle approximation, leading to binomial distri

bution of transition probabilities, is invalid in the close coupling region of single electron 

capture from complex targets to outer shells. In an expansion of the wave function in 

atomic orbifcals correct two- (many-) electron Slater determinants must be employed. A 

possible simplified alternative to this procedure is a one-electron model r::i>.i;;-iii:i. In the 

[ntter case the r.riuisfci probabilities are not subject to any binomial folili::.;. ihicntation 

effects in a one-electron model of p - Hi collisions are studied. 

Pacs: 34.70 
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Below velocities where perturbation theories can be applied the theoretical treatment 

of atomic collisions has to be based on a non-perturbative solution of the Scrodinger equa

tion. The most common techniques are close coupling (CC) solutions based on expansion 

of the wave function in molecular or atomic orbitals and using a classical treatment of the 

internuclear motion. In general, these procedures have shown to give good agreement with 

experiments for total and partial cross sections for single electron capture from (pseudo) 

one-electron atoms [l],{2]. 

For electron capture from two-electron targets the number of CC calculations pub

lished are much fewer. In addition, there are differences in the theoretical treatment of 

the two electron nature of the target. A full two electron expansion for single capture to 

highly charged ions has been performed in [3] and [4]. A one electron model-expansion has 

been used in [5] and [6j. Several versions of the independent particle approximation has 

been applied in [7] and [8]. It is the purpose of the present communication to discuss the 

limitations of the independent particle model for electron transfer and point out possible 

procedures to treat electron capture from two-electron targets within an atomic orbital 

(AOCC) expansion. 

In the independent particle model the two electrons are assumed to move in a central 

field independently of each other. Within this approximation it can be shown that the 

probabilities for multiple transfer are given by binomial distributions. For an atomic shell 

containing N electrons, and the probability, P(b) for producing a vacancy are identical for 

all electrons, the probability for transfer of n electrons to the final channel is [9], 

P " = (^)PW"(l-P(b))N-"- (1) 

For this probability to be valid it is obvious that the associated multi-electron final states 

must exist and the assumption that electron correlation in the final states can be neglected 

must hold. Such situations are fulfilled in many cases such as for ionisation [10). inner shell 

excitation [11] and capture to inner shells in multiply charged ions [12]. 

The assumptions about final states are, however, not valid when considering electron 

capture to outer shells at intermediate to low velocities. In this case a coupled channel 
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treatment is necessary. To illustrate the breakdown of the independent particle model the 

total product wave function, expanded in independent particle orbitals, can be written 

1^(1,2)) -cK0^WI*1)K2> + X^ 2 ciW c>WI^>'^> + ^ c K04(0l / J >IA-)- (2) 
3 J.* 

In this expression, the c's are expansion coefficients and the numbers 1 and 2 labels the 

two electrons. The terms are collected according to initial state, single transfer terms and 

double transfer terms. Thus, whithin the independent particle model, the total probability 

for single transfer will be 2p(l-p), where p is the sum of transfer probabilities resulting 

from the solution of the coupled equations for one individual electron. 

Obviously, this model is not valid for electron capture to final states for which the 

electron correlation eifects are important. For such situations the results of calculations 

are dominated by potential curves and asymptotic energies of the atomic orbitals. The 

independent particle model, eq. 2, cannot at the same time represent good approximations 

to the potential curves and separated atom states for double and single transfer channels 

of the two electron system. For example for systems where single capture is dominant, the 

independent particle model may well give large probabilities for double capture to a state 

[<ri | / i)<r 2 |A)] = ^ • ( r 1 ) ^ ( r 2 ) e - i < ' ' - + * ' " . (3) 

This state, which has binding energy ej + £k, is very likely a non-existing bound state on 

the projectile. At best it is a poor approximation to some doubly excited state. As another 

consequence of the independent particle model, the single capture probabilities for capture 

from many electron electron targets such as Ar and Ne, will be very small according to 

the binomial distribution. This is in contradiction to experiments [13],[14] which indicate 

that cross sections are dominated by the binding energy of the target and not the number 

of target electrons. 

To avoid these problems a two-electron expansion in anti symmetric two electron wave 

functions can be carried out. The expansion can be written 

Wi,2)) = Cl(()|ii,«2> + I>>(OI«'./>> + £<=*(0I/;./*)- (4) 
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Again, terms are written according to initial channel, single transfer channels including 

target relaxation , and double transfer terms. The single transfer channels become two-

centre Slater determinants, 

Note that the single particle orbitals must include electron translational factors in a 

time dependent treatment. Note also that if the solution procedure requires normalised 

functions, the normalisation factor Nj(t) is time dependent due to transient nonorthog-

onality of the states. Multi electron targets can, in principle, be treated the same way. 

This will correspond to a coherent treatment of capture and vacancy production in a mult i 

electron target, where the vacancies are allowed to interact in during the collision. The 

first order perturbation limit following from this approach includes shake-terms [15] and 

additional numerical factors for two- (multi-) electron targets. 

An expansion in Slater determinants is , however, more complicated and computa

tionally time consuming than a one electron approach. For situations where only single 

capture is important a one electron model is therefore an^ attractive alternative. A well 

known procedure, appliable for single capture, is to replace the target atom by a one elec

tron model-atom which has binding energy equal to the single electron ionisation potential 

of the two-electron atom, and use only the final state functions, </>j(r), for the final state 

expansion. This model approximate relaxation mechanisms from the onset. The resulting 

AOCC equations will therefor be solved with acceptable energy phases. If the expansion 

functions are assumed to be eigenstates of the kinetic energy operator and one of the 

potentials of a one electron Hamiltonian, 

H{t) = T+V<(r) + V'(\r-R(t)\), (5) 

the model is as simple computationally as a pure one electron system. In this case the 

transfer probabilities should not be folded by any statistical distribution. 

Collisions involving molecular targets have been videly studied experimentally , and 

calculations involving triatomic molecular wave functions has also bee* carried out [16],[17]. 
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A two-electron AOCC treatment of capture from molecules will be difficult computation

ally, because of the two center nature of the target. Recently [IS], it was suggested a 

simple model for this problem based on a representation of the initial channel by a linear 

combination of atomic orbitals, 

*.-(r) = -^[«Mr,0 + «Mr*>)]. (6) 

Here, 4>IS(^A,B) denote hydrogenic Is orbitals centred around each nuclei of the molecule 

at equilibrium separation distance 1.4 au. In [IS] the independent approximation was 

employed in combination with a first order perturbation expression for the capture proba

bility. This procedure can be expected to be valid in the perturbation limit. However, the 

validity of the procedure in the non-perturbative regime seems difficult to establish. 

An AOCC treatment of this problem , using a form of the one electron model discussed 

above, is initiated by the observation that eq. 6 represents an approximate wave function 

for a one-electron molecule. If the binding energy for the initial function is put equal to 

the ionisation potential of Hz this corresponds to a molecular analogue of the one-electron 

model above. By using a simple one-electron model in the molecular case, however, we loose 

all information about the final state of the molecule. The one-electron model Hamiltonian 

for the problem becomes 

H(t) = T + V\Zc!flrA) + V\Ze!f,rB) + V>(\r - R(t) |) . (7) 

In this case we approximate the initial function, eq. 6, to be an eigenstate of the kinetic 

energy operator, T, and the two target potentials, V1. For Hi the energy £,- % 0.57 and 

the effective charge, Zejj, becomes approximative^ 0.75. The two state Is - Is problem 

can now quite easy be put in the following simple form, 

where V l 2 and V\z are orthogonalised matrix elements including plane wave translational 

factors. 

In the following we restrict ourself only to discuss the effect of the orientation of the 

molecule perpendicular to the beam direction on the capture probability. We thus consider 
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the two cases shown in fig. 1 and solve the equations 8 for the two molecular orientations 

(H) and (V). In fig. 2 the probabilities multiplied by the impact parameter for a projectile 

velocity v=1.0 ( 25 KeV) are shown. Two effects are demonstrated: First, the probabilities 

for capture are larger when the molecule is close to the collision plane. Second, the two 

centre nature of the target introduces a different impact parameter dependence than atomic 

hydrogenlike target. In the latter case the impact parameter dependence would only show 

one peak for this velocity. 

A consistent two electron approach to p— J? 2 collisions is probably important because 

of the poor representation of the initial channel by eq. 5. For example, it was recently 

pointed out [19] that the Pauli repulsion in molecules causes charge to be removed from 

the region of space where the electron clouds of the atoms overlap. Nevertheless, the 

simple one electron model represent some of the molecular characteristics and may turn 

out to be a useful model for capture from molecules where 2 e / / becomes an adjustable 

parameter. The present model indicates new effects in ion-molecule collisions compared to 

ion-atom collisions. In principle, the observation of such effects is possible in coincidence 

experiments. Such experiments will probably give new insight to the few-body dynamics 

of Coulomb systems. 
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Figure Cap t ions 

Fig. 1: 

The two different molecule orientations considered: (H): Molecule oriented parallel to 

the collision plane (V): Molecule oriented perpendicular to the collision plane. 

Fig. 2: 

Capture Probability * Impact Parameter resulting from two state solution of eq. (S) 

for two different molecule orientations. Solid Line: molecule oriented parallel to the col

lision plane corresponding to situation (H) of fig. 1. Broken Line: molecule oriented 

perpendicular to the collision plane correponding to situation (V) of fig. 1 
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Abstract. Partial cross sections for electron capture in collisions or Ar6* ions with atomic 
deuterium at an impact energy or 3.27 keV have been calculated in a 26-state atomic-basis 
expansion. The results are at variance with the final-state distribution deduced from the 
experimental energy-gain spectrum by a standard procedure. To perform a more direct 
comparison with the experimental data, we have constructed differential capture cross 
sections from the calculated probability amplitudes in the eikonal approximation and. 
in turn, a theoretical energy-gain spectrum. At this level there is good agreement between 
theory and experiment! It is demonstrated lhai capture to the more strongly bound final 
stales in the energy-gain spectrum appears as overlapping broad and skew structures, not 
compatible with the simple lineshape presumed in the sandard data reduction. It is also 
shown, in contrast to a previous indication, that the reaction window concept remains 
useful in a qualitative analysis of the electron capture prefcess in highly charged ion 
collisions. 

I. Introduction 

It is well established that potential-energy curve crossings play a decisive role in the 
electron capture process in collisions of highly charged ions with atoms at low energies, 
and that the dynamics of the dominant reaction channels may be reasonably well 
accounted for in the Landau-Zener model. Various collision systems are in fact 
sufficiently similar that a general parametrisation of the pertaining interaction strength 
may be applied for qualitative purposes (Olsen and Salop 1976) if appropriately 
modified to include the subshelt dependence for partly stripped projectiles (Taulbjerg 
1986). This simple understanding of the process leads directly to the concept of reaction 
windows for electron capture, reflecting the fact that only crossings in a suitable 
intermediate range of internuclear separations are effective or, in turn, that only final 
states in a suitable range of energies are populated with significant likelihood. 

Although the qualitative predictions of a reaction window analysis have proven 
valid in a number of cases (Meyer et al 1985, Kimura et al 1984, Nielsen et al 1985, 
McCuUough et al 1987) there are situations where the simple analysis appears to fail 
(Gicse et al 1986). It is the purpose of the present paper to examine such departures 
in detail. Specifically, we expose the results of Giese et af (1986) for the Ar**-de uteri urn 
system at 3.27 keV to a -critical analysis on the basis of multichannel calculations of 
differential cross sections for capture into specific final states. First, the experimental 
data of Giese et al are discussed in terms of a reaction window analysis. Then, we 

* N O R D I T A visitor, present address: Institutt for energiteknikk, N-2007 Kjeller. Norway, 
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describe the coupled-state calculations and our application of the eikonal approxima
tion to construct angular differential partial capture cross sections which in turn are 
used to derive a theoretical energy-gain spectrum. Finally, a direct comparison with 
the experimental data is made. Atomic units are used throughout unless otherwise 
specified. 

2, Reaction window analysis 

The experimental data we are concerned with in this paper were obtained by Giese et 
a( (1986) by energy-gain spectroscopy. Specifically, we are interested in the state-
resolved experimental results for the capture process 

Ar 6 + + D(ls> -* Ar j TfnJ) + D + + &E (1) 
at an argon impact energy of 3.27 keV. (Deuterium was used as the target rather than 
hydrogen because a heavier target atom improves the resolution of the energy-gain 
spectrum.) Giese et at found the following relative distribution of final states of the 
captured electron 

4f:5s:5p:5d = 12:28:41:19 P ) 
and arrived at the conclusion that this distribution was at variance with their results 
from multichannel Landau-Zener calculations, unless an unusually high value was 
ascribed co the parameter that controls the strength of the coupling element. A similar 
Landau-Zener calculation was performed by Larsen ,(1983, see also Larsen and 
Taulbjerg 1984), using ab initio values of the coupling matrix element. He found Che 
following relative populations of final states 

4d:4f:5s:5p=17:39:34:10 (3) 

i.e. a distribution of similar shape to the experimental one in equation (2) but shifted 
one 'unit1 towards more bound states. 

A similar conclusion may be inferred from a reaction window analysis exploiting 
the nJ-dependent modification (Taulbjerg 1986) of Olson and Salop's (1976) analytic 
form of the coupling matrix. Reaction windows are readily represented 'z.j the efficiency 
coefficient, cruj irRl, i.e. the Landau-Zener cross section for capture due to a potential 
energy curve crossing at A e , in units of the corresponding geometric cross section. 
This coefficient is shown for the (Ar-H) 6 + system at an argon impact energy of 3.27 keV 
in figure 1 for representative nl values. Actual positions of crossings are marked on 
the upper horizontal axis and the corresponding relative experimental values of the 
reaction coefficient are represented by the height of the full bars. Similarly, the 
predictions of the reaction window analysis are represented by vertical bars in the 
lower part of the figure. When weighted with the corresponding geometrical cross 
sections, the following relative populations of final states are found 

4d:4f:5s:5p= 5:31:47:17. (4) 

It is seen that the distribution of partial capture cross sections, which is expected 
on the basis of this simple analysis, is in distinct disagreement with the experimental 
results but in qualitative accord with the result of the Landau-Zener calculation 
represented by equation (3). Note, in particular, from figure 1 that the 5d state is very 
far outside the reaction window in spite of the fact that it apparently takes about 19% 
of the experimental capture cross section. 
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Figure 1. Reaction windows for capture to 4f, 5s and 5p final states in collisions of 6+ 
ions with atomic hydrogen at a velocity of B2 eV amu"'. Reaction windows Tor 4p, 4d and 
5d would appear between ihe5s and 5p curves. The position of the relevant curve crossings 
for the (Ar-H) f l + system are marked on the upper horizontal axis. The vertical bars at the 
top represent the relative experimental values of the partial cross sections (in units of 
TTR.%). The bars at the bottom indicate the corresponding distribution expected Trom the 
reaction window analysis. 

There are two obvious possibilities to explain this discrepancy. One possibility is 
that the energy-gain spectrum is more strongly influenced by deflection effects than 
anticipated by Giese et al. A resolution of the spectrum in terms of lines belonging 
to individual final states may therefore have to be abandoned. A more complicated 
fitting procedure would then have to be implemented to extract the experimental cross 
sections. Secondly, it could happen that the Landau-Zener model is inadequate to 
represent even the qualitative aspects of the capture process under these circumstances 
such that it would be the reaction window analysis that is wrong. To expose these 
possibilities to a critical test, we have performed an accurate coupled-state calculation 
of the relevant state-differential capture cross sections. These calculations are discussed 
in the next section. 

3. Coupled-state calculation 

The number of states necessary to span the relevant electron space in charge transfer 
calculations is strongly system dependent. In the (Li-Na) + system, for example, it has 
been found (Shingal et al 1986) that a basis of 36 states representing excitation, transfer 
and ionisation processes is hardly sufficient to ensure well converged results. Fortu
nately, when considering the dominant electron transfer process in slow collisions of 
highly charged ions with simple atoms, and in particular with atomic hydrogen, it is 
acceptable to ignore small amplitudes that represent ionisation or target excitation 
since such states are unlikely to play any significant role when transfer may take place 
under near-resonant conditions. It is clearly more important in such cases to test 
convergence by inclusion of states that appear in the wings of the reaction window or 
states that possibly could be important as intermediate states, for example to model 
polarisation effects during the collision. This might suggest that the complete n = 4 
and n=5 shells should be considered in the present case. Convergence tests within 
this space are reported below. 
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3.1. Atomic model with jirst-order translation factors 

Judged plainly by the size of the cross section, it is clear that electron capture tn highly 
charged ion collisions at low energies is governed by processes that take place at 
relatively large separations. To the extent that molecular properties enter at all, they 
are therefore well represented within an LCAO approach. Dynamic calculations may 
accordingly be based on an expansion of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in 
a basis of travelling atomic states 

* ( r , / } = ^ a f t ( / ) ^ ( r c ) e x p ( i » c ' ' , ) e x p f - i j (£k + kvl)dtj (5) 

where tp£ are atomic basis states and vc is the translation velocity of the atomic centre 
C to which tp* is attached. The distorted energy curves ek 

are time-dependent via the internuclear separation R = R(t). When equation (5) is 
inserted in the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, a standard system of coupled 
differential equations is obtained, 

iS^-A^MA (7) 
df 

where S is the matrix of overlap integrals, A is the column vector of time-dependent 
expansion amplitudes and M is the matrix of coupling elements between the various 
basis functions. Equation (7) may be solved by standard methods if the elements of 
the coupling matrix and the overlap matrix are available. In evaluating elements of 
exchange type, i.e. terms that connect basis states on different centres, we employ a 
first-order approximation for the translation factor, as described by Larsen and 
Taulbjerg (1984). Considering as an example the Hamiltonian matrix element between 
the initial state on the target and a final state on the projectile, the first-order approxima
tion reads 

{ V /

p | exp ( - iu^ )H | V 7> = e x p ( - i o - » - 0 K V ; | H | ^ ) (8a) 
where 

r0 = (tf\rH\<pJ)/{tf\H\<pJ). (86) 
This approximate account of translation factors is attractive, from a practical point of 
view, because the matrix element may be evaluated independently of trajectory para
meters, and conceptually because it ensures that Galilei in variance is exactly fulfilled. 
The approximation is accurate over an extended low-velocity region covering the case 
considered in this paper as documented by the example considered in figure 2 of ihe 
paper by Larsen and Taulbjerg (1984). 

As implied already in equation (8), it is assumed that the basis states are well 
represented by independent-particle orbitals of the active electron, us. that the core 
of the incident argon ion is unaffected by the collision. Exploiting further the fact 
that the contribution from the core region to the relevant matrix elements is small, it 
is sufficiently accurate to use quantum defect wavefunctions for the final states on the 
highly charged ion. Following Bates and Damgaard (1949), these functions may be 
approximated by finite series (Larsen and Taulbjerg 1984). The numerical evaluation 
of the relevant matrix elements is therefore readily performed, using, for example, the 
method of Kocbach (1976). 
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3.2. Computational details 

A direct way of solving the coupled equations (7) within a truncated two-centre basis 
involves an inversion of the overlap matrix in combination with a numerical Runge-
Kutia scheme- Instead, we exploit a preorthonormalisation procedure (Hansen and 
Taulbjerg 1988), which is much faster when the number of projectile-centred states in 
the basis differs significantly from the number of target states. Preorthonormalisation 
involves the construction of a new coupling matrix by a Gram-Schmidt-like procedure 
in a suitable mesh of internuclear separations along the prescribed trajectory. The 
original overlap and Hamiltonian matrices as well as the corresponding effective dipole 
matrices that appear in the first-order treatment of electron translation factors 
are provided as trajectory-independent input data in the same mesh of internuclear 
separations. 

The coupling matrix contains Coriolis terms due to the rotation of the internuclear 
axis. These coupling elements are of geometrical origin and easy to include exactly. 
It is interesting to remark that intercentre rotational couplings which involve a combina
tion of geometrical factors and overlap integrals are removed exactly by the pre
orthonormalisation procedure. 

Test calculations with various curved trajectories have shown that deflection and 
retardation effects are of minor importance in the present case. In addition, it is quite 
problematic after all to define a suitable effective internuclear potential since the 
screening effect of the active electron is so important. We have therefore chosen to 
use straight-line trajectories 

B"b + vt (9) 
in the present work. This is also consistent with the subsequent application of the 
eikonal approximation. 

The atomic model with quantum defect functions is clearly not a good approxima
tion at small separations where core penetration becomes important. Our calculations 
would accordingly not be very accurate at small impact parameters. Fortunately, this 
region contributes only little to the capture cross section. In practice, the impact 
parameter b was restricted to the range outside 3 au. The contribution to the partial 
capture cross sections from smaller b values was estimated by a simple linear extrapola
tion procedure. The extrapolated contributions are comparatively small except in the 
4p case. The calculated 4p cross section may accordingly only be considered to be a 
rough estimate. 

3.3. Results and discussion 

To examine the convergence properties with respect to basis size, we have performed 
coupled-channel calculations within three different basis sets. 

(i) From a theoretical point of view it is clear that the smallest basis that may 
possibly be acceptable contains all slates within the effective range of the reaction 
window. Considering the levels specified in equation (4), and reducing the number 
of independent basis functions in the usual way by exploitation of the symmetry 
property with respect to reflection in the scattering plane, this amounts to a basis 
consisting of II states including the initial state of the target. 

(ii) However, the basis must be extended since the 5d shell appears to be populated 
experimentally (see equation (2)). Including the relevant three states from this shell 
and the corresponding two states from the 4p level which appears in a similar way in 
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the extreme wing but on the other side of the reaction window, we arrive at a minimal 
basis set or 16 states. 

(iii) It is well known that the most strongly polarised Stark components predominate 
as final states in the case of fully stripped ions. Since Stark states involve a superposition 
of all angular momentum states within the considered shell, it is plausible that the 
complete n = 4 and n=5 principal shells should be included in order to allow appropri
ately for polarisation effects during the collision. This basis contains a total of 26 
symmetrised states. 

Partial capture cross sections obtained from coupled-channel calculations within 
these three different basis sets are listed in table 1. It is seen that electron capture is 
dominated by the 4d, 4f, 5s and Sp channels in all three cases. As a matter of fact, 
only about one per cent of the total cross section ends up in the adjacent channels. 
These channels arc nevertheless very important for the convergence of the results as 
seen from the distinct variation in the dominant channels as the basis size is increased. 
We have traced this effect to non-negligible transient populations in the side channels. 
This suggests that polarisation effects are important during the collision. Since, on the 
other hand, mixing of states from different principal shells is unimportant to describe 
such effects, it may be anticipated that the 26-state basis is sufficient to obtain reasonably 
well converged results. 

Table 1. Calculated cross sections in atomic units for electron capture in Ar*"-D(ls)-
AiJ*(«/>+ D* at an impact energy of 3.27 keV. 

Basis size 4s 4p 4d 4f 5s 5P 5d sr 58 Total 

11-siale 
16-slate 
26-slale 0.00 

0.86 
0.46 

25.7 
28.6 
19.2 

64.6 
61.7 
71.6 

101.1 
107.5 
107.4 

20.3 
37.3 
45.0 

3.6 
1.9 0.35 0.00 

211.7 
239.6 
246.0 

The physical mechanism that dominates electron capture is more clearly revealed 
in the impact parameter dependence of the process. The capture probability functions 
for the four important channels are presented in figure 2. The range of the various 
probability curves is determined by the crossing radius between the initial and the 
considered final state. The curves exhibit regular phase interference oscillations at 
large impact parameters. This is typical for isolated curve-crossing problems. 
Naturally, the oscillatory structure becomes less regular when more final states become 
available at smaller impact parameters. The outermost crossings are diabaiic in charac
ter. This implies that the transition probability goes down if the radial speed at the 
crossing is increased. This accounts in a qualitative sense for the decline of the transition 
probability in the first few peaks inside the crossing. The innermost crossings are 
adiabatic in character and the situation is reversed. 

The 5d, 5( and 5g states play, as mentioned above, an important role in the capture 
process although the corresponding partial capture cross sections are practically negli
gible. It is interesting to note that the impact parameter dependence as well as the 
explicit time dependence along a given trajectory shows that the transient amplitudes 
in the Sd, 5f and Sg states are generated not at the pertaining crossings with the initial 
state but as a result of interaction with the 5s and 5p states at much shorter separations. 
The direct interaction with the initial state may in fact be switched off without any 
significant change in the result. The physical importance of the 5d, 5f and Sg states 
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Figure 2. Results from the 26-stale calculation of capture in Ar**-D collisions ai J.27 keV. 
The left-hand side presents the dependence on impact parameter for the four dominant 
channels. The right-hand side presents the corresponding differential cross sections in the 
eikonal approximation. 

is accordingly primarily to provide sufficient space to describe the transient polarisation 
of the electron cloud. This might suggest that a smaller basis would be sufficient in a 
molecular approach since such polarisation effects are included directly in a basis of 
molecular orbitals. Then, on the other hand, ont would be faced with conceptual and 
practical problems in connection with the definition of appropriate translation factors. 

Let us now return to a discussion of the relative distribution of partial capture 
cross sections. Ignoring cross sections less than 1% of the total, we obtain from table 
1 the following relative population of final states in the 26-state calculation 

4d:4f:5s:5p = 8:29:44:18. (10) 

When compared with equations (3) and (4), it is seen that the elaborate multistatc 
calculation yields a relative distribution in qualitative agreement with the predictions 
of much simpler models. Note in particular that the comparison with the result of the 
reaction window analysis (4) is almost perfect. This is probably somewhat fortuitous. 
As we shall see below, coupled-channel calculations nevertheless contain essential 
information not retrievable in a simple model, 

The problem arises when a comparison with the experimental data is made. 
Consistently with the discussion in § 2 it is seen from equations (10) and (2) that the 
final-state distribution from the 26-state calculation is at variance with the distribution 
derived from the experimental energy-gain spectrum. Since we believe that our calcula
tions are well converged, it is natural to reexamine the procedure which was employed 
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to extract the final-state distribution from the experimental energy gain spectrum. The 
problem in this connection is to correct appropriately for the energy transfer to the 
recoiling target atom since the projectile scattering angle is undetermined in the 
experiment. The energy-gain spectrum is therefore not composed of tines but is a 
superposition of structures belonging to the individual final states. If it happens that 
these structures overlap significantly, it is clearly impossible to extract information 
about the relative population of final states. We shall demonstrate in the following 
section that this is the situation we are faced with in the present case. In fact, we shall 
show that there is good agreement between the present theory and the experimental 
data when comparison is made instead at spectral level. 

4. Energy-gain spectra 

The energy-gain spectrum is given by 

where / runs over final states. The scattering angle 9 and the energy gain d £ are 
related by simple kinematics in a one-to-one way, involving the Q value of the particular 
final state (see, for example, Giese et al 1986 or Andersson 1986). The corresponding 
differential capture cross section (doy/d?) may be determined from the coupled-
channel transition amplitudes in the so-called eikonal.approximation. A classical 
approach, based on a common deflection function 9(b), would of course be much 
simpler but it is not easy to justify any particular choice of effective potential (although, 
intuitively, we would favour a consistent derivation based on the computed density 
distribution of the active electron). Alternatively, one might try to define suitable 
deflection functions #*(£>) for each final state and use classical or semiclassical methods 
to construct the pertaining differential cross section. This is practicable in model 
situations (Båråny 1979, Båråny er al 1986, Andersson 1986) but it is not clear how 
to generalise consistently to the coupled-channel case. 

4.1. Angular differential cross sections 

The eikonal approximation (McCarroll and Salin 1968) applies at forward scattering 
angles and is derived from the T-matrix expression for rearrangement process, b in 
the quantum mechanical formulation of scattering theory. This involves a separation 
of the three-dimensional integral over the interatomic Jacobi coordinate into a longi
tudinal component in the scattering plane perpendicular to the momentum transfer 
vector and a corresponding transverse vector component. The transverse component 
may then be identified with the impact parameter while the integral over the longitudinal 
component may be shown (McCarroll and Salin 1968) to provide a time integral 
essentially equivalent to the r-matrix expression for the capture amplitude in the impact 
parameter method when acceleration-type coupling terms are ignored. The eikonal 
approximation connects accordingly directly with the coupled-channel results. 
Explicitly, it reads 

i*[ bdbJ±m(vb)T,{b)\ (12) do, 
dn = 
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where k is the wavenumber of relative motion and 17 is given by 

T7 = 2fcsin(0/2). (131 

The Bessel function J±„ originates from the integration over the azimuthal angle in 
the impact parameter plane. The order Affi is determined by the change in azimuthal 
quantum numbers between initial and final states. The / matrix appearing in equation 
(12) is given by 

Tf = lim{fy(i)\9(tX> (14) 

where Wit) is the full solution of the Schrodinger equation with the initial boundary 
condition 

H m ^ ( / ) = ø,(i) (15) 

in a notation where i/r/f) are unperturbed solutions in initial and final channels. Since 
equation (12) represents a coherent superposition of amplitudes, it is crucial that all 
b-dependem phase factors are correctly retained. In particular, it is important when 
connecting with an amplitude c, = af{i = 7)) from h close-coupling calculation perfor
med over a final time interval between T, and Ty that residual phases, including the 
Coulomb interaction between atomic products, are added. This problem was carefully 
analysed by Piacentini and Salin (1977). Writing 

iy(o, y) = cr(6, u)exp[-i( l /o)Pf(6)] (16) 

and neglecting a b-independent contribution from the Coulomb interaction which 
diverges in the asymptotic time limits, they obtain 

iy<b)«Hni(J ( M < 6 l + z 2 > " : ) - £ / ) d z + J U,(((r + z 2 ) , / 2 ) - £ , ) dz 

-2ZrZTlnb+{ZP+Zr}}ntt-h[l+lb/s)*]V2}). (17) 

Here, ZP and Z T are the (core) charges of the projectile and the target (i.e. 6 and 1 in 
the present case), £;(/?) is defined by equation (6) and Et is the corresponding atomic 
energy, i.e. the asymptotic limit of EJ{R). Note that the singularities from the ;ntegrals 
in equation (17) when 5 tends to infinity are cancelled by the contribution from the 
last term in the expression. The phase function vf(b) is therefore readily computed. 

Since equation (12) refers to a quantisation axis along the beam—or more precisely 
along an axis in the scattering plane perpendicular to the momentum transfer vector—it 
is important that a Wigner transformation is made on the set of amplitudes {c,} to 
complete the rotation from the imernuclear reference frame at termination o r the 
close-coupling program to the space-fixed frame of reference. Note (hat the angJe 
between the two frames depends upon the impact parameter. 

Special care must be taken in performing the numerical integral in equation (12) 
since the integrand is a rapidly oscillating function of b. However, there are no 
singularities or other ill conditioned behaviour, so it is primarily a matter of a sufficient 
number of points in an ordinary trapezoidal procedure to achieve a well converged 
result. An efficient Bessel function subroutine is essential to reduce computing time. 
The number of points required in the present case is typically of the order of 10-1. This 
dense mesh on the impact parameter scale was obtained by an interpolation procedure 
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based on 220 complete calculations at equidistant points. It should be noted that a 
discrete sum over b values, restricted to integer values of the partial wavenumber 
/ = tøe, is entirely insufficient. The integral in equation (12) is indeed of the same form 
(Piacentini and Satin 1977) as the ordinary diffraction integral in small-angle scattering 
theory but in this respect it is important to note, as discussed above, that the integral 
over b in equation (12) has a different origin without an obvious discrete meaning. 

As a simple extra test of convergence, the differential cross sections may be 
integrated over projectile scattering angle to determine the corresponding partial 
capture cross sections to be compared with the direct results of the impact parameter 
method. -

The resulting angular differential cross sections after summation over magnetic 
sublevels are shown in the RHS of figure 2. Characteristic minimum scattering angles 
are clearly revealed and correspond, in a semiclassical consideration, to Coulomb 
scattering on the outgoing half of the trajectory. However, the angular distributions 
are broad and there does not seem to be a ready method to relate to a suitable average 
scattering angle to establish an effective recoil energy correction. 

4.2. Discussion 

Individual energy-gain spectra pertaining to specific final states are shown in figure 3. 
The various components of the total energy-gain spectrum clearly overlap very sig
nificantly. In fact, the 4d spectrum is spread out completely and would hardly be seen 
at all in a traditional analysis of a total spectrum. Considering the more strongly 

Figure 3. Calculated (26-state) energy-gain spectra Tor C:e Tour dom iri 
in Ar**-D collisions at 3.27 kcV. 
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populated 4f and 5s states it is similarly seen that only about half of the cross section 
appears in the region between adjacent 'lines'. 

When the individual contributions are added, figure 4 is obtained. It is obviously 
impossible to rederive the final-state content from this spectrum unless the individual 
spectral distributions are given beforehand. Note that the 4d state is invisible although 
it takes 8% of the total cross section and that the two broad 'lines' below 8 eV could 
easily be misinterpreted as Sd and 5f states although they plainly are due to the tail 
structure of the 5s spectrum. The general conclusion is that individual populations 
cannot be extracted by an analysis of the total energy-gain spectrum in terms of 
Gaussians or other simple fitting functions centred at appropriate line positions. The 
final-state distribution deduced by Giese et al (1986) is accordingly not reliable: A 
possible 4d contribution is entirely lost as background for the other states while an 
appreciable fraction of the 4f and 5s population is peaked up at reduced energies and 
misidentified. This explains in a qualitative sense the observed shift of one 'unit* when 
the experimental data in equation (2) are compared with the simple model predictions 
in equations (3)-{4). 

It is now imperative that a proper comparison between theory and experiment must 
be performed directly at energy-gain level. This is done in Sgurc 5. The theoretical 
energy-gain spectrum has been folded with an experimental. Gaussian-shaped resol
ution function with a standard deviation of 1 eV. Comparing with the experimental 
spectrum, it appears that the population of the 5s state is slightly overestimated by the 
theory at the expense of the 5p state. However, considering that the experimental 
uncertainty is about 15% (Giese and Hvelplund 1987), it is questionable if this departure 
in the central part of the spectrum is significant. The structure in the theoretical 
spectrum below 5 eV pertains to the 5s state and corresponds to scattering angles of 

1 1 

J 

1 

•A 
0 5 10 IS 20 

Entr-gy gom leV) 

Figur* 4. T h e (atal theoret ical energy-ga in spec t rum in A r " * - D col l is ions a t 3.27 fccV. 
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Figure 5. Experimental (broken curve) and theoretical (full curve) energy-gain spectra in 
Ar^-D collisions at 3.27 keV. The theoretical spectrum (figure 4) has been folded with a 
Gaussian resolution function with a standard deviation of 1 cV. 

about one degree. The slight departure in this region is probably real since scattering 
angles up to about two degrees were accepted with full efficiency in the experiment. 
Our general attitude is, however, that the comparison in figure 5 between theory and 
experiment is very satisfactory. 

S. Conclusion 

On the basis of the present results it may be concluded that energy-gain spectroscopy 
in collisions of highly charged ions with light target atoms may be more complicated 
than previously anticipated. We have shown that contributions from individual final 
states to the total energy-gain spectrum may appear as complicated skew structures, 
broad enough to overlap very extensively. Then, tt is not possible to determine the 
relative distribution of final states by a simple fitting procedure based on suitably 
centred standard profiles. Rather, the experimental data reduction must be abandoned 
and a consistent comparison with theory must be performed directly at spectral level. 

Further, we have demonstrated, in contrast to a previous indication (Giese et al 
1986), that the simple reaction window concept remains a useful tool in a qualitative 
analysis of the electron capture reaction in highly charged ion collisions. 
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Partial cross sections for electron capture in 1-50-keV collisions of Ar*+ and Ar'* with atomic 
hydrogen have been calculated using an atomic expansion including two complete principal shells of 
final states (n =4,5 for Ar 6 + and n = 5,6 for Ar , + ) . The qualitative structure of the results is in 
good accord with a reaction window picture. The results for Ar 6 + ions are in agreement with pub
lished experimental data when precaution is taken with respect to uncertainties in absolute normali
zation of the data and with respect to a proper analysis of translation energy spectra at lower impact 
energies. The limited experimental data for Ar ! + do not agree with the present results. 

Practical applications in controlled fusion research 
have motivated special interest in collisions of multiply 
charged ions with atoms or other ions. Targets of atomic 
hydrogen or its heavier isotopes are of particular impor
tance in this connection. For practical reasons, however, 
most experimental work has involved more complex tar
get atoms. Translation energy spectroscopy provides an 
excellent technique to determine cross sections for cap
ture into specific final states if the spread in target recoil 
energy is small enough that individual lines in the 
energy-gain spectrum can be resolved. This is usually the 
case in collisions with heavy target atoms like neon or ar
gon. The technique is, however, not free of problems for 
light target atoms and. in particular, at low impact ener
gies. Experimental energy-gain spectra are then com
posed of overlapping contributions from individual final 
states.1 Theoretical studies of these collision systems 
have shown that individual contributions to the total 
energy-gain spectrum may be so broad and irregular in 
shape that simple deconvolution procedures are inade
quate and, in practice, lead to an incorrect determination 
of the distribution over final states.2 

Experimental techniques other than energy-gain spec
troscopy are, in principle, possible for the determination 
of partial capture cross sections from atomic hydrogen 
but have not been implemented so far. Total capture 
cross sections may be determined, for example, by elec
trostatic methods. Even then, however, problems remain 
with respect to the absolute normalization of (he data. 1 * 6 

Considering the experimental difficulties with hydro-
genic targets, it becomes an essential task for theory to 
provide a reliable scheme for the computation of relevant 
reaction cross sections. Specific computations may serve 
to assist in the analysis of experimental data as docu
mented tn Ref. 2 and to improve the general understand, 
ing of the dynamics of highly charged ion collisions. Fur
ther, such computations may provide a data base not 
available otherwise. Ideally, theoretical methods could 
be tested against the wealth of reliable experimental data 
involving heavier target atoms. Collision calculations 
with structured target atoms are, however, essentially 
more complicated because of correlation effects and mul-
tielectron processes. The theoretical description of such 
effects remains to be developed to a level where it may be 
implemented in accurate computations of highly charged 
ion processes. 

it is the purpose of this paper to present the results of a 
systematic study of electron capture in collisions of mul
tiply charged ions with atomic hydrogen. Specifically, we 
treat the system 

Ar' •*•-/ /-* A r I * - I ) + ( / i , / ) - H + 

for incident charge states q =6 , 8 in the energy range 
1-50 keV. We have used a model already described in 
detail elsewhere. 7 J Briefly, the model employs an expan
sion of the time-dependent Schrddinger equations in a 
basis of projectile and targei states and a Galilean-
invariant first-order treatment of electron translation fac-
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tors. Final states on the projectile are modeled by 
quantum-defect wave functions of the Bates-Damgaard 
type. s The parameters of the' mode! are accordingly 
determined only by the binding energies of the various 
states. These are known experimentally or may be de
rived by interpolation methods. The first-order treatment 
of translation factors allows the coupling elements to be 
preevaluated in a suitable mesh of internuclear separa
tions independent of collision velocity and impact param
eter. This is essential to reduce the time consumption in 
large-scale multichannel calculations. The approxima
tion is sufficiently accurate (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 7) in the ve
locity range considered in this work. A further, essential 
reduction in computation time is gained by employing 
the preorthonormalization procedure described in Ref. 9. 

In the calculations reported on in this paper we use a 
basis consisting of 26 and 37 reflection symmetric states 
for Ar* + and Ar"*' impact, respectively. This basis in
cludes two complete principal shells on the projectile 
Ui =4,5 for A r 6 + and n = 5,6 for Ar* + ) in addition to the 
initial state of the hydrogen target. These shells contain 
all the states that a reaction-window consideration'0 sug
gests might be populated with a non-negligible likelihood 
by direct transitions from the initial state, In fact, the 
states in the wings of these groups of states appear far 
outside the range of the reaction window. These states 
should nevertheless be included in the basis to properly 
allow for the combined effect of rotational coupling and 
Stark mixing during the collision.2 Intershell transitions 
due to these mechanisms are, on the other hand, con
sidered to be so small that they may be neglected. 

To determine the quantum defects of the states which 
were included in the coupled-channel calculations, we 
used binding energies for 5, p, d. and /s ta tes from Baskin 
and Siorier" in combination with an isoelecironic inter
polation procedure. The quantum defects for g and It 
states were assumed to vanish. This is consistent with the 
fact that the quantum defects for the considered / slates 
are smaller than 0.02. 

The system of coupled equations representing the 
Sehrodinger equation in the chosen basis space has been 
integrated by a standard procedure along straight-line 
trajectories to obtain impact-parameter-dependent proba

bilities Pn(ib) for capture into specific final states. These 
calculations were repeated in a sufficiently dense mesh of 
impact parameters to allow a subsequent integration over 
o to obtain the corresponding partial capture cross sec
tions cr n /. The total capture cross section is obtained by 
summation over final states. 

The results of our multichannel calculations are listed 
in Tables I and II. It is seen that electron capture is dom
inated by a few of the final states in the basis. This domi
nance is particularly pronounced at low impact velocities. 
The distribution over final states shifts, in both cases, to
ward more tightly bound states and widens somewhat as 
the collision energy is increased. This trend is in good ac
cord with the reaction-window concept Isee Fig. 1 in Ref. 
10) and reflects the increasing diabattdty of the 
potential-energy curve crossings as the velocity is in
creased. The variation with energy in the dominant par
tial cross sections is in qualitative agreement with the 
Landau-Zener model, but the characteristic maximum in 
the cross section is generally much broader in the mul
tichannel calculations than predicted by this simple two-
state model. The weaker energy variation reflecis a pro
nounced redistribution of population amplitudes due to 
rotational coupling and Stark mixing during the collision. 
The states in the wings of the distribution are primarily 
populated by these mechanisms. The direct coupling 
with the initial state may, in fact, be switched oft" for 
these states without any appreciable change in the funsi-
tion probabilities.2 

_The calculated total capture cross section is almost 
constant in the A r 6 + case. This is readily unuerstood by 
noting that the final states on the ion are fairly uniformly 
distributed on the energy scale (the quantum defects of 
the 5 States of Ar*"1" are approximately 0.8) and ihat the 
spacing between these levels is of the same order of mag
nitude as the width of the reaction window. The energy 
levels of the highly charged Ar s " ion are, on the other 
hand, more compacted in the two principal shells ithe 
quantum defects of the s states of Ar*' are aboui 0.51. 
The smaller value of the total cross section at low-impact 
energies plainly reflects that none of the final styles are 
particularly efficient in capturing the electron, since the 
n = 5 levels appear in the adiabatic wing of the reaction 

. Partial and total cross sections for the electron-capture process Arp*-H — Ar**-H for different projectile energi 

Cross sections II0~" env) 
Energy 
ikcVl 5g 5 / Sd 5? 5s 4 / id *P 4i Tom 

1.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 1.73 2.85 1.85 0.14 0.00 O.IX> 0.0] 
1,50 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.51 1.00 1.93 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.6*' 
2.50 0.00 o.oo 0.03 1.24 2.92 2.01 0.40 0.02 0,00 6.03 
.5.27 0.00 0.00 0.06 1.26 2.92 1.94 0.61 0.02 0,00 ti.Sti 
5.00 0.00 0.0? 0,05 1.05 2.88 1.70 0.92 O.05 0,00 0.0-

10.00 0.01 0.04 0.09 1.03 2.53 1.51 1.45 O.ll) 0.00 O.S? 
20.1X1 0.01 0.01 0.12 0,92 2.21 1.89 I.3S 0.29 0.01 ti.*> 
30.00 0.03 0.09 0.18 0.95 2.10 1.57 1.60 0.25 0.01 b ""T 
40,00 0.07 0.13 0.26 1.08 2.00 1.20 1.81 0.21 0.01 o7X 
50.00 0.10 0.17 0.44 1.60 1.98 0.86 1.83 0.17 0.02 7 IS 
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TABLE II. Partial and total cross sections For the electron-capture process Ar^-H-» Ar^-H for different projectile energies. 

Cross sections (10 - l i cm1! 
Energy 
(keV) 6/ 5/ 

1.00 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.26 0.30 1.67 0.67 0.97 0.12 0.04 0.01 4.14 
2.00 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.20 0.32 2.17 0.39 1.17 0.37 0.09 0.03 4.81 
3.27 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.09 0.36 2.69 0.41 1.10 0.63 0.14 0.06 5.53 
5.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.37 2.88 0.40 1.11 0.87 0.17 0.09 6.10 

10.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.18 0.35 2.52 0.64 1.04 1.26 0.42 0.17 6.62 
20.00 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.24 0.42 190 0.64 0.60 1.70 0.59 0.24 7.47 
30.00 0.12 0.11 0.07 0.29 0.48 3.00 0.80 0.48 1.76 0.77 0.25 8.13 
40.00 0.20 0.17 0.08 0.33 0.47 2.79 0.91 0.55 1.61 0.61 0.22 7.94 
50.00 0.33 0.22 0.12 0.39 0.55 2.87 0.96 0.67 1.37 0.47 0.23 8.19 

window, while the n = 6 levels appear in the diabatic 
wing in this velocity region. 

The total capture cross sections in Ar + - H collisions 
have been measured by several experimental groups. 
All the reported data are consistent with a constant value 
of the capture cross section in the considered energy re
gion. There is, however, no general agreement about the 
magnitude of this constant. The results reported in Ref. 
6 agree with our calculations. References 4 and 5 are ap
proximately 23% below our results, while Ref. 3 is about 
60% below. Since these data overlap in impact energy, it 
is clear that the normalization of the experimental data 
remains to be clarified before an absolute test o( the 
present calculation can be made. The capture cross sec
tion for an A r 8 + ion impact was also measured in Ref. 3. 
Apart from a deviation on the absolute scale similar to 
the one found in the A r 6 + case, it is interesting that the 
cross section is constant in the measured energy range 
(1-10 keVl, while the calculated cross section increases 
by about 50% in this region. Independent experiments 
and/or calculations are clearly in order to resolve this 
distinct discrepancy. 

The computed partial capture cross sections may be 
compared with the relative distribution over final states 
determined experimentally by translation energy spec
troscopy. Data are available for A r 6 + - H at six different 
beam energies in the range of 3-35 keV.1-6 The experi
mental data in the upper part of this range is in good ac
cord with our calculations, but the comparison is poor 

for energies below 20 keV. This apparent discrepancy 
was resolved in Ref. 2 where data 1 at the lowest impact 
energy (3.27 keV) were analyzed in detail. It was found 
that the energy-gain spectrum in this case is composed of 
individual contributions that overlap so significantly that 
a simple deconvolution procedure, in practice, will lead 
to an incorrect distribution over fina! states. This does 
not mean that energy-gain spectroscopy is useless under 
these conditions. It only implies that a comparison with 
theory must be performed directly at a spectral levei. 
The theoretical energy-gain spectrum must accordingly 
be constructed in each individual .case. This was done in 
Ref. 2, and good agreement was obtained with the experi
mental spectrum at 3.27 keV. The computed distribution 
over final states was accordingly confirmed by the data. 

The energy-gain spectra pertaining to the results at 
higher energies published in Rcf. 6 are not available to us, 
but it appears that the analyzed distributions extrapolate 
smoothly to the one given in Ref. 1. The data of Refs. 1 
and o are accordingly internally consistent. We, there
fore, feel reasonably justified in concluding that our com
puted distributions are confirmed by experimental datu 
that cover the whole energy range listed in Table I. 
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Abstract. Partial cross sections for single electron capture in low to intermediate energy 
collisions of AT"' with He have been calculated in a simple two-electron atomic expansion. 
The calculated results are in good agreement at high energies with experimental results 
based on Iranslational energy spectroscopy. At lower energies there is a 30% deviation in 
the 4p cross section and the comparison with the 3d cross section becomes poor. To 
understand this discrepancy, (heoretical energy gain spectra have been deduced. Contribu
tions from individual final states are well resolved at high energies, but there is a significant 
spectral overlap at lower energies, implying that a standard analysis of experimental spectra 
may lead to inaccuracies in the determination of partial cross sections. The observed 
deviation between theory and experiment may be attributed to this effect. 

1. Introduction 

The capture process in quasi-one electron systems composed of multiply charged ions 
incident on atomic hydrogen may be modelled with reasonable accuracy at low and 
intermediate energies in an atomic expansion based on quantum-defect functions with 
a first-order approximation for electron translation factors (Larsen and Taulbjerg 1984, 
Hansen and Taulbjerg 1988, to be referred to as LT and HT, respectively). The influence 
of the ion core on the total capture cross section was studied in LT and the pronounced 
effect observed experimentally at low energies was interpreted physically in terms of 
ihe precession of Stark-type superpositions of final states due to core penetration. The 
model was exposed to a more detailed test in HT, where differential cross sections for 
state-resolved capture and the corresponding energy gain spectra were computed in a 
sizable basis to analyse an apparent discrepancy between the experimental distribution 
of final states and an estimate based on the Landau-Zener model (Giese ei al I986). 
The final stale distribution obtained by HT was also in disagreement with the experi
mental results. This problem was solved by a careful examination of the energy gain 
spectrum: It was plainly found that individual contributions overlap so much that a 
deconvolution of the total spectrum in terms of simple lines, as assumed in the analysis 
of the experimental spectrum, leads to an incorrect distribution of final states. This 
clearly imply that a proper comparison between theory and experiment should be 
performed directly at spectral level. This was done in HT and good agreement was found. 

l»5J-4l»7.< S9 0«>8tl«-<l75li;5O y I9IW IOP Publishing Ltd 885 
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It is the purpose of the present paper to extend our description to more complicated 
target atoms than hydrogen; in the first event to study single electron capture but with 
a future perspective on genuine two-electron processes. Specifically, we study the 
collision process 

Ar s *-He(ls*)-»-Ar J + {flJ)-He^ls) (1) 
since there are experimental data available (Andersson et al 1989} and since the process 
has been studied theoretically in a molecular approach based on model potentials 
(Opradolce et al 1983, Benmeuraim et al 1987). This is particularly interesting since 
our method is fundamentally simpler and is free of parameters. 

1. CoupJed stale calculations 

Electron correlation and relaxation effects are often considered to be unimportant in 
the calculation of collision processes in many-electron systems such that an effective 
one-eiectron model may be applied (Jain et at 1987). Specific transition probabilities 
for the electronic system are then based on statistical considerations. This is fine as 
long as the independent particle picture holds, but it should of course be recalled that 
a statistical treatment provides the probable number of electrons in the final state, not 
the total probability that one electron is transferred. 

The independent particle picture is not expected to be valid when outer-shell 
electrons are involved, In such cases it is important to account for the relaxation of 
inactive electrons in the system and possibly also for correlation effects. In the present 
case of a helium target atom, relaxation is considered to be particularly important. In 
order to model this feature, proper two-electron wavefunctions must be employed. 
For practical purposes in the evaluation of matrix elements, it is useful to construct 
the basis functions as products of panicle orbitals but it is important that spectator 
orbitals in different states are allowed to deviate from each other. Two-electron 
wavefunctions have the further advantage that the particle exchange symmetry property 
may be included from the onset. 

2.1. Basis functions 

The initial state of the present collision system is determined by the singlet ground 
state of helium and the singlet state of the argon core. The core is assumed to be 
inactive during the collision, and since spin-orbit forces may be ignored, a basis of 
symmetrised products of two-electron orbitals is adequate (Fritsch and Lin 1986). 
Taking the origin of reference to coincide with the projectile nucleus, the initial state 
is represented by the product function 

&j=ValriW':)exp[iL>'(r 1 + r ;)]exp[-i(f l>+i>"lf] (-) 
where (Byron and Joachain 1966) 

^o(r) = (47r)- | / : :[2.605 05expl-l.41rJ + 2.08144exp(-2.61r)]. (3) 
Final states representing single electron capture are correspondingly expressed by 

^/ = T77r{^o(' -

l)<p„,m('-3)exp'it)T,} + Vn('";)v)n,m(/- l)exp(ioT2)}exp[-i(£, +\v-)t] 
Nf/2 

(4) 
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where N, is a normalisation factor, <p0 is a hydrogenic Is function for He* and <pnlm 

is a Bates-Damgaard (1949) quantum defect function as employed in LT and HT. 
Atomic units are used in equations (2)-{4), where v is the impact velocity and £, and 
E, are binding energies of the initial and final states. States that represent two-electron 
capture are appreciably more complicated since double capture in highly charged ion 
collisions is expected to involve strongly correlated doubly excited states. Double 
capture is, however, not observed in the experimental energy-gain spectrum (Hvelplund 
19881 and will therefore be ignored from the onset in the present work. 

Upon expansion in terms of the basis functions in equations (2) and (4) 

* = Efl f t0 f c (5) 

a standard set of coupled equations is obtained. These equations are readily solved 
in the impact parameter formulation using the preortho normalisation procedure of 
Hansen and Taulbjerg (1988). The initial condition is of course given by a0 (/ -* -co) = 1. 
Since the basis states in equations (2) and (4) represent singlet spin superpositions, it 
is clear that individual amplitudes corresponding to a well denned spin orientation of 
the captured electron are given by 

a'f=-a\=a(h'2 (6) 

and that \a^2 represents the total probability that an electron is captured into the 
considered state, irrespective of spin orientation. (There is accordingly no multiplica
tive-factor of two due to the two possible spin orientations or due to the two active 
electrons in the present formulation.) Partial capture cross sections are obtained in 
the usual way by integration over impact parameters. 

In the practical evaluation of coupling matrix elements, two simplifications are 
employed. Firstly, the intcrelectronic repulsion potential is included in the coupling 
operator to leading order only, corresponding to screening of the target nucleus by 
one charge unit due to the inactive electron. Secondly, translation factors are approxi
mated to first order as in LT such that the computation of the coupling matrix may be 
restricted to a suitable mesh of internuclear separations independent of collision velocity 
and impact parameter. It should be noted that the approximate treatment of the 
Hamiltonian of the system is employed only in the calculation of the perturbation part 
of the Hamiltonian matrix. The asymptotic values of the potential energy curves are 
naturally represented by the known binding energies of initial and final states. In this 
respect, our attitude is not quite in accord with the model potential approach of 
McCarroil et at (Opradotce et al 1983, Benmeuraim et al 1987). lt is our point of 
view that it is not the modelling of the Hamiltonian operator and the basis functions 
ihai is the important question. What matters is really only that the matrix elements 
of the real Hamiltonian pertaining to the basis of real initial and final states are 
represented with sufficient accuracy. 

2.2. Basis size and convergence 

It is a general experience that electron capture in highly charged ion collisions at low 
and intermediate energies is dominated by near resonant channels. For this reason, 
only the ground state is included on the target. Referring to Landau-Zener calculations 
and to experimental data I Andersen et at 1988), it is clear that the 3d, 4s and 4p states 
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on the projectile are important final channels. This is also expected from a reaction 
window analysis (Taulbjerg 1986). It was shown in HT that a complete principal shell 
is needed to appropriately model polarisation effects during the collision. The 4d and 
4( states are therefore added to the basis. The point is that such states may constitute 
important intermediate states even if they are not significantly populated at the end. 
Similarly, the 3p state is added to the basis to model the innermost part of space (the 
3s orbitals being occupied by core electrons). 

The 4d and 4f states were found to be transiently populated during the course of 
the collision but the final amplitudes were very smalt. Similarly, the 3p channel was 
transiently populated inside the pertaining crossing at small internuclear distances. It 
was found that the internal coupling among final states strongly perturbs the relative 
distribution of final states. It is therefore important that the complete coupling matrix 
is retained in the calculations. 

A strict test of convergence of coupled channel calculations is really not possible 
in practice. At best, one may examine the stability of the results against variations in 
the basis size. In the present case we have found thai the 3p and 4f states may be 
excluded from the basts without any appreciable change in the results. This is in good 
accord with the reaction window concept and suggests that the basis is sufficient to 
span the relevant part of Hilbert space. 

3. Results and discussion 

The calculated partial cross sections for the main channels are listed in table 1. The 
other channels in the calculation contribute less than 3% of the total cross section, [t 
is seen that the total cross section is almost constant in the considered range of collision 
energies. This is in good agreement with the available experimental results. Data by 
Afrosimov et al (1977), and Justiniano et al (1984) agree with the theory also in 
absolute magnitude, while the cross sections measured by Muller and Salzborn (1976) 
are systematically 30% higher. The calculated partial cross sections are compared 
with experimental measurements in figure I. It is seen that the general trend of the 
data is well reproduced but there are systematic deviations in the 4p and 3d cross 
sections. These deviations will be further discussed below. It may be noted that the 
results are in fair agreement with the molecular calculations of McCatroll et at 
(Opradolce et al 1983, Bcnmeuraim et al 1987). In this connection it is worthwhile 

Table I. Calculated partial and total electron capture cross sections in Ar"*~He collisions. 

Cross sections (10"" cm1) 

Energy ikeV) 4p 4s 3d Tolal 

0.50 1.76 0.17 0.01 1.97 
1.00 1.47 0.42 0.02 1.93 
:.oo 111 0.71 0.05 (.88 
3.27 0.94 0.89 o.os 1.92 
5.00 0.76 1.03 0.11 1.94 

10.00 0.66 1.19 0.20 2.05 
20.00 0.30 1.31 0.29 2.11 
40.00 0.47 1.25 0.33 2.12 
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Figure 1. Theoretics.' partial cross sections (éasheå lines} compared with experimental 
measurements Trom Andersson ei al ( 1988) and Pa nov (I960). Circles, triangles and squares 
arc 45, 4p and 3d experimental cross sections, respectively. 

to recall that the present approach is simpler and more direct than calculations that 
rely on a diagonalisation of a model Hamiltonian and the subsequent evaluation of 
radial and rotational coupling matrix elements; not to mention the more fundamental 
problem in such calculations related to Galilei invariance and choice of translation 
factors. 

In comparing with the experimental data it must be recalled that the analysis of 
energy-gain spectra generally involves a simple fitting procedure assuming reasonably 
separated contributions from the various final states. This may be a problem at lower 
energies where the target recoil energy is poorly defined. It is therefore of interest to 
construct theoretical energy gain spectra to test the validity of the procedure applied 
in the experimental analysis. This involves two steps, as discussed in HT. First, the 
differential capture cross sections must be derived. The projectile scattering angles are 
small enough that this may be done using an erkanal transform of the calculated 
transition amplitudes I McCarroll and Salin 1968). Subsequently, a kinematical relation 
between scattering angle and target recoil energy may be applied to construct capture 
cross sections that arc differential in translation energy. Examples are shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2(a) shov>s that the energy gain spectrum in slow collisions is a superposition 
of overlapping features. Note in particular that a significant part of the 3d spectrum 
appears under the 4s and 4p spectra, and also that the 4s and 4p contributions to the 
total spectrum overlap in a way that preclude an accurate deconvolution of the two 
pans. We conclude from this that partial cross sections, derived from a corresponding 
experimental spectrum by a standard analysis, are rather more uncertain than normally 
expected. The tendency is clearly that a fraction of the 4s cross section appears in the 
4p region while 3d loses to 4p as well as 4s, i.e. that the 4p cross section is overestimated 
while the 3d is underestimated in the experimental analysis. Note that this is in good 
accord with the observed deviation between theory and experiment, as discussed above 
and illustrated in figure 1. The situation is simpler at high collision energies, as 
illustrated in figure 2(b). Here, the spectrum is indeed line shaped and it is easy to 
extract the partial cross sections. Note that the theoretical results in conformity with 
this observation are in perfect agreement with the experimental data at this end of the 
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Figure 2. ( a ) Calculated theoretical energy gain spectra for ihe three dominant channels 
in Ar* + -He collisions at 3.27 keV. (b) Calculated theoretical energy gain spectra Tor the 
three dominant channels in Ar**-He collisions at 40 keV. 
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energy scale. We may accordingly conclude that our simple parameter-free description 
of electron capture in highly charged ion collisions is in good accord with the available 
data to the extent that the procedure which was applied in the data analysis can be 
justified. 

In conclusion we remark that figures 2(a) and 2{b) illustrate a general aspect of 
translation energy spectroscopy, namely that a simple analysis of experimental spectra 
is justified only at impact energies that are sufficiently high that contributions from 
individual final states are well separated. How low in energy one may go before 
difficulties arise depends primarily on the structure of the incident ion and the mass 
ratio of the collision partners, since these parameters determine the density of final 
states and the width of the individual contributions to the energy gain spectrum. 
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Abstract. Single-electron capture Trom He to Ne*"1" at 2.0 keV projectile energy is studied 
using the atomic expansion close-coupling approach. The possibility of collision-induced 
core excitation is investigated and round to be of little importance in a time-dependent 
model treatment in contiast to multichannel Landau-Zcncr calculations. An important 
reason for the discrepancy between Landau-Zener calculations and close-coupling calcula
tions is the effect of rotational coupling, which is responsible for about 50% of the cross 
section for the present system. Based on the time-dependent approach the experimental 
energy gain spectrum can be identified as capture to the 3d level. 

The electron capture process Ne 6 + -He-»Ne s + -He + at low energies is particularly 
interesting because the possible Anal channels are far outside the typical preferred 
energy defects for such reactions. As a result it was recently found by Andersson et 
al (1989) that standard multichannel Landau-Zener (LZ) calculations were under
estimating the total capture cross section by nearly a factor of ten. The experimental 
energy-gain spectrum for this reaction shows a dominant peak with tittle structure. 
When calculating the energy-gain spectra based on the LZ probabilities and classical 
deflection functions it was also found that the kinematical shift of the experimental 
energy-gain spectrum is larger than expected if the contribution to the peak is d.ie 
only to electron capture to the 3d level of N e 3 + (see also measurements by Tunnell et 
al (1987J). 

In Andersson et a! the possibility of explaining the experiments in terms of 
collision-induced excitation of the projectile core was examined. By inclusion nf core 
excited channels and a model coupling element it was found that the position and the 
structure of the peak could be reasonably well reproduced. In the time-dependent 
close-coupling (cc) theory core excited processes have normally not been taken into 
consideration. However, since many such channels are often present in the range of 
preferred Q values, the process deserves a closer investigation, which is the object of 
the present letter. 

The number of states spanning the multi-electron Hilbert space of the target and 
the projectile electrons is so large that a model calculation is preferable, at least as a 
first approach. To keep the discussion as simple as possible we adopt a model based 
on distinguishable particles. Thus the target is represented by a one-electron wavefu ac
tion with the correct binding energy. The total wavefunction can then be expanded 
symbolically as 

# = Y.cl(t)MrltR)él({rk}) (1) 
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where & (rlt R) is the wavefunction describing the electron initially bound to the 
target nucleus and <M{rk}) describes the projectile core configuration. The variable r, 
denotes the coordinate of the initial target electron, {rk} the coordinates of the projectile 
core electrons and R= R{t) the internuclear distance. We will now derive the coupling 
from the initial state (electron at target, projectile core in ground state) to the capture 
states including projectile core excitation. These couplings are then used for the 
solution of the Schrodinger equation in a basis of simultaneous passive-core channels 
and core excited channels. The Hamiltonian of the system can be written 

H = H , ( r „ J ! ) t r + i ; v r ( r t - l i ) (2) 
J. 

where Ht is the standard one-electron Hamiltonian and Hc is an effective Hamiltonian 
of the core which represents all inter-electronic interactions. Vr is the Coulomb 
interaction between each of the core electrons and the screened target nucleus. We 
assume that the core wavefunction can be approximated by a product of independent 
one-electron wavefunctions. Then the general expression for the element in the coup
ling matrix takes the fonn 

For Ne 6 + , where the ground-state core configuration is (ls 22s 3; 'S) and the core excited 
states are of the form (ls :2s2p; U P ) , only a very limited number of integrals have to 
be carried out due to the orthogonality properties of the product functions. The direct 
coupling elements between the initial state and the final projectile core excited states 
take the form 

Mv = S t /(/Otø c(2s)| VT|tfc(2p)) (4) 

where Sxfi,R) is the overlap between the initial state and the capture state of the active 
electron. This expression also assumes that the overlaps between the rest of the core 
electrons in the ground state and in excited stales are unity. 

In addition to the initial target state, the passive core projectile states 3p, 3d, 4s, 
4p are included in the basis and approximated by truncated quantum defect functions 
(Larsen and Taulbjerg 1984). We further include six core excited channels of the form 
<fi\M'i*2p({rk})<h.i.m(rit R), where 1*3, p, d and m takes the values 0-/. These final 
states correspond to Q values between 20 and 30 eV and are thus possible reaction 
channels. The core excited states were represented by single configuration Hartree-
Fock wavefunctions (Cowan 1981), consistent with the earlier assumptions. Using this 
basis, the time-dependent close-coupling equations are solved by the methods of Larsen 
and Taulbjerg (1984) and Hansen and Taulbjerg (1988). The 3d (passive core) state 
tums out to be the important channel in this calculation and the final cross section 
for the states (3d, m=0, 1, 2) is integrated to l . l l x l 0 ~ , s c m a , which is more than 
95% of the total cross section. This is in accordance with the experimental value 
(1.0±0.3)xl0~' s cm : . The other channels are only taking part weakly in the collision 
process, except for the 3p (passive core) state at the smallest iniernuclear distances. 
The core excited states accounted for less than 1 % of the cross section. This was 
traced as being due to the smaller coupling (typically two orders of magnitude) between 
the initial and the final core excited states compared with the coupling between the 
initial state and the passive core final states. 
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Inoott fjvantv iat) 
FlgweX. The impact parameter dependence of the 3d capture CTOM section for a calculation 
including cote excited channels and rotational coupling (full curve) and a calculation 
without rotational coupling {broken curve). 

initial and 3d, m = 0 state when the rotational coupling is switched off. In the energy 
gain spectrum the rotational coupling thus gives rise to a higher and broader spectrum 
then expected from pure m = 0 state scattering. 

In summary we have calculated the energy gain for single-electron capture to N e 6 T 

from He at 2.0 IccV collision energy, using a one-electron model expansion in combina
tion with a few core excited states. The contribution to the energy gain spectrum from 
collision-induced core excitations turned out to be negligible. Nevertheless, it might 
happen that collision-induced core excitation can be an important result of system-
dependent correlations (Roncin et ot 1986). But faced with the good agreement with 
the experiment for this system, the simplicity of a passive-core calculation and the 
very small influence of the core excited states in our model calculation, we see no 
point in applying more advanced treatments at the present moment. 
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Abstract. In this letter we report an analysis of the role of excited-state orientation in 
singly charged ion-atom collisions, neglecting electron transladonal factors. This study, 
carried out for a quasi-one-electron model system, is focused on the effects of charge 
ex change channels on the propensity rules for orientation, previously derived by Andersen 
and Nielsen for excitation. We find that these rules are still valid for excitation as well as 
for capture processes. However, their range of validity and their selectivity arc not so 
pronounced and depend on the model parameters of the collision system. 

During the last decade many studies, both theoretical and experimental, have 
emphasised the importance of atomic-state alignment and orientation for the under
standing of heavy-particlc collision dynamics. Recent exhaustive surveys of this topic 
can be found in the literature (see Andersen ei at 1988, fCieinpoppen 1988, Kimura 
and Lane 1988 and references therein). 

The rapid development of planar coincidence experiments a» wt'.l as the possible 
laser control of the initial-state anisotropy (Royer et al 1988) have stimulated theoretical 
investigations of the alignment and orientation of electronic charge cioud distributions. 
Following this trend, Andersen and Nielsen (1987) have derived, for impact excitation 
and de-excitation, propensity rules for p-state orientation, i.e. for a preferred way of 
rotation of the active electron around a quantisation axis perpendicular to the collision 
plane. Using first-order perturbation theory and a stationary-phase argument as well 
as close-coupling calculations, these authors have formulated (Nielsen and Andersen 
1987) a general velocity criterion for maximum transition probability (au are used) 

^ i f = - A * v * (1) 

where alf is the effective interaction range for the transition i-*f, Ac,/ is the average 
perturbed energy change over av and dmtf=s/ny — m)#0 the change in magnetic 
quantum number (governing the Orientation propensity). They have shown also that 
the propensity rules for orientation change predicted by (1) are valid in a fairly wide 
velocity range and at intermediate impact parameters b, 

J U M < L I < 2 D M and b^av/-rr (2) 

and the rules have been confirmed experimentally for s-p excitation (Panev etal 1987, 
Andersen ei al 1988). It is important to note that the criterion (1) refers to the natural 

t Also it: Physics Laboratory, H C Ørsted Institute, Copenhagen. Denmark. 
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reference frame of figure 1(a) and is valid only for right-hand collisions as shown but 
may readily be transposed for the opposite geometry. 

For ion-atom collisions, where electron transfer competes with excitation, the 
analysis of such propensities becomes much more complicated, in particular with full 
consideration of the effects of the electron translational factors (ETF). Partly because 
of the importance of such processes in astrophysics and fusion plasmas, a large number 
Of theoretical studies has already been carried out, often in extensive multistats 
calculations, but especially focused on total cross sections and integral alignment 
parameters (see, for example, Allan 1986, Shinga! and Bransden 1987 and references 
therein). In semiclassical Monte Carlo calculations for Rydberg atoms, Kohring et al 
(1983) have found significant dependence of the charge transfer cross sections upon 
the initial-state orientation. 

The Jack of theoretical predictions with respect to propensity rules for orientation 
in capture has incited us to study this process in competition with excitation. In the 
following we present an introductory analysis and the results of four- and five-state 
calculations carried out for a model system with neglect of ETF (low-velocity approxi
mation). 

Following Andersen and Nielsen (1987), we use the collision geometry and the 
natural coordinate frame of figure 1(a) and investigate the two competing channels 

A+B*-*A* + B T 

A+IT-*A* + B (*'. 

The (AB)1" system consists of a single valence electron interacting with the two 
closed-shell cores A* and B* such that the potentials in the two channels are very 
similar. For this quasi-one-electron system, the many-state impact parameter method 
is employed in the constant-velocity straight-line trajectory approximation. To solve 
the time-dependent Sch rodinger equation, the scattering state is expressed as a travelling 
atomic-orbital expansion on both centres. In order to avoid the overlap matrix inver
sion, we prefer a reformulation of the expansion based on a pre-orthonormalisation 
of the basis (Hansen and TauJbjerg 1988) which also provides transient probability 
conservation at any velocity. Expressing the atomic orb i tals in the rotated frame ix 
axis following the internuclear axis /?), the coupled equations for the transformed 
expansion coefficients, identical to the original ones in the asymptotic regions, can be 

tal ID) 
Figure I. (a) The geometry chosen for the collision of the projectile 8* with the target A. 
The natural coordinate frame ii defined by the collision plane {x,y) and its normal ui . 
lb) An example of an energy level diagram Tor the five-state calculations. 

AT/ 
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i(d/drjo = (r- 'Mr)a (3) 

r k J = Skf expl - i ( J Ek[t') df+mMOj J (4) 

where Ek is the energy of the state k plus the related diagonal matrix element Mkk 

and ip is the rotation angle o( Rt0^ip{t)*Zir, cf figure 1(d). The coupled equations 
look like the ones previously derived for excitation, however, the hermitian interaction 
matrix M is now composed of one- and two-centre elements. Replacing the ETF by 
unity the amplitude for the transition i -+/ may be expressed in the first-order approxi
mation as 

a^ / (+«) )=- i M,yexp if A£^(f')di '+4m^(f)) df (5) 

with equal moduli of Mif for the transitions involving oppositely oriented states, e.g. 
s-p*,. The maximum criterion (1) and resulting propensity rules for orientation may 
therefore be predicted for capture as well as for excitation in ion-atom collisions 
(Nielsen and Andersen 1987). In order to test the validity of these first-order predic
tions, we perform model close-coupling calculations with neglect of ETF using gross 
long-range forms of the matrix elements (Kocbach 1984). For one- and two-centre 
couplings we define functions 

F,(R)^-ai/R2 fl(R) = -yic-a* (6) 
respectively, where the different parameters allow variations of interaction strengths 
and lengths. 

We present the results of four-state and five-state model calculations. The neutral 
atom A is described by the three states |sA), |p*,>, |p*,) (henceforth labelled 1. 2 and 
3 respectively) with pre-choscn energies e, = -0.20au and ez= e s = -0.10au, and B 
either by a single |sB) state (label 4 in the four-state calculation) or by the two lp!!,). |p?i) 
states (labels 4, 5 in the five-state calculation), cf figure 1(b). Note that the |p0) states 
are not included because of the reflection symmetry conservation with respect to the 
collision plane (Nielsen and Andersen 1989). 

In the four-state calculations, the off-diagonal interaction matrix elements are 
chosen, taking into account the |p*i) symmetry, as follows, cf equation (6). iV/,: = 
- M „ - F,(R), M 2 ,= F2[R) and M,«- M M - - M , 4 = / , (* ) with a, =0.50, o ,= 
-0.25, y, = -0.10 and £, =0.40. In the five-state case, we use the same one-centre 
couplings with MA3= Ma and the two-centre ones defined as A f H - ~Mlt= M24 = 
- M I S = - A*,* = MJJ = -/ ,(!?). The values of these parameters have been chosen 
according to the behaviour of typical one- and two-centre interaction matrix elements 
of the H*-Na system. Finally, all diagonal matrix elements are set equal due to the 
identical asymptotic Coulombic interaction in excitation and capture channels for 
singly charged ion-atom collisions. 

Figure 2 shows, as a function of impact velocity, the total probabilities and the 
related LL values of excitation and capture from an initial |sA) state, for (i) the four-state 
and (it) the five-state calculations. Lu is the expectation value of the p-state angular 
momentum component perpendicular to the collision plane (Andersen and Nielsen 
1987). Results are displayed also in the high-velocity range where ETF, when included, 
may modify the predictions. An intermediate im ' parameter & = 4.0au is chosen 
according to the assumptions of the model. 
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iDl ib) ( f ) 

Figure 2- Velocity dependence of probabilities and orientation parameters £._ for |p*) state 
excitation (Tull curves I and capture (broken curves) lo an |sH) state (four-state results of 
upper row! or to a |pB> stale (6ve-stat« results of lower row) from an initial |s A) state 
(b - 4.0 au). The energies of the capture states vary through the three columns as indicated 
by the framed level diagrams, in column (a) -0.05 au, in (f>) -0.15 au and in |c) -0.25 au, 
cf. figure Ho). 

In figure 2(a), we show the results when the capture states are placed above the 
two |pA> siar.es: s4 = c ? = -0.05 au. Here the maximum probability for capture is small 
and excitation is essentially not affected. Nevertheless, for both processes, when 
oriented final states are available, the L± results show a clear propensity for the states 
with negative magnetic quantum number (Ar% < °> according to criterion (I) and the 
endoergicity of both processes (Ae,/>0}. The probability maxima occur in a velocity 
range where L A =«-l , i.e. a strong propensity for the |p_ t) states. 

In figure 2(6), we show the results when the capture states are placed between the 
A states (ff 4=F ? = -0.I5au). We note that, compared with the previous figure, the 
probability maxima for capture are shifted to a lower velocity roughly by a factor of 
three corresponding to the related energy defect ratio (see equation (t))- Comparison 
of the four-state and five-state results is instructive. The capture probability maximum 
increases notably from the four-state to the five-state case the latter having a propensity-
favoured capture, and the excitation probability goes down accordingly. The two 
processes arc strongly coupled and for this reason the excitation peak appears to move 
to higher velocity (note its asymmetry). Finally, note that the range of validity of the 
propensity rules for p-state capture is less broad than for p-state excitation. 

Figure 2(f) shows the results for the case where capture is exoergic: ^ = F } = 
-0.25 au. The previous discussion of position and magnitude of the capture peak 
remains valid. Again we may emphasise the strong increase in the capture probability 

http://siar.es
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maximum when oriented final states are available. The predictions of the propensity 
rules are confirmed for both processes: Lx = - 1 at the excitation maximum, however, 
f.i = +l near the capture maximum, in agreement with the propensity criterion (1) 
and the exoergicity of the capture process. 

Finally we consider the case of an initially prepared oriented p state, for the same 
model system as in the five-state calculation of figure 2(b). In figures 3(a) and 3(6), 
we display the results for de-excitation and capture from the initial states |p^,) and 
IpCi), respectively. Both processes are exoergic so that we expect favoured transitions 
with dm,, > 0. These predictions are clearly illustrated in the two figures: (a) an initial 
state |p*,) can de-excite to the |sA) state (Am ( / = 1). and to the capture state |p*i) 
[åm„ = 2) while {b) an initial state jp*,) stays stable throughout a very wide velocity 
range because of the lack of propensity-favoured transitions. Note that the change in 
L± for capture in figure 3(b) occurs in a range of low probability and hence does not 
contradict the propensity rule. The same holds for the drastic changes of orientation 
seen at low velocity in figure 2. In figure 3(a) we observe that capture From \ptt) with 
Am,, =2 has its maximum at a lower velocity than capture from |sA) with A % = - 1 
(figure 2(6)) in agreement with the maximum criterion (1). 

\o) it» 

Figure 3. Velocity dependence of probabilities and orientation parameters L_ Tor the ip^J 
slates (full curve), |s*) de-ex citation state (chain curve) and jp") capture slates (broken 
curve) from (a) an initial |p*,) state and {b) an initial |p*,) state. The energy of the capture 
states is -0.1 Sau and fc = 4,0au, i.e. same model system as Tor the five-state of results of 
figure 2(b). 

We have presented an introductory analysis of the propensity rules for orientation 
in ion-atom model systems where s and p stales are available in excitation and capture 
channels. We find that the maximum criterion (l) is valid for capture as well as for 
excitation, and the predictions of favoured orientations have been confirmed by 
close-coupling calculations. The selectivity and the range of validity of the propensity 
rules for orientation are not so pronounced as seen for atom-atom collisions and show 
some dependence upon the system parameters. Further theoretical studies, including 
electron iranslational factors, of the orientation effects in ion-atom collisions are in 
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progress for the model system discussed here and for experimentally relevant systems 
(Dubois et al 1989). Fv- rimental results for the orientation effects of capture systems 
are highly desirable bi>, resently not available. 
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fellowship through Institut Francois in Copenhagen and is also grate^il for the 
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Abstract: 

Orientation effects for electron capture and excitation are analysed in singly-charged ion-

atom collisions. For this purpose we use the atomic basis impact parameter method with full 

inclusion of electron translational factors. First we show that the orientation effects previously 

predicted for atom-atom collisions in terms of propensity rules may still be observed for 

excitation. Furthemore, in spite of intricate behaviour of the direct couplings during the 

collision, we draw some parallel conclusions for orientation of the capture states. We illustrate 

these perturbative predictions by close-coupling calculations for H+-Na collisions where clear 

propensities to orientate the 2p capture state are shown in impact parameter and velocity 

dependences. We analyse also orientation effects for collisions involving initially oriented Na 

states. 
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1. Introduction 

Studies of orientation and alignment effects of atomic outer-shells have become an 

important field of research in atomic collision physics. Indeed, orientation (describing the sense 

of rotation of the active electron around the quantisation axis) and alignment (characterizing the 

anisotropy of the electronic charge distribution) reflect at a fundamental level the dynamical 

aspects of the electronic processes during the collision. The first experimental investigations of 

such effects have been carried out in the early seventies when coincidence techniques became 

available. Initially focusing on electron-atom scattering (Eminyan el al 1973), attention turned 

to heavy particle collisions and gave rise to a wealth of articles, cf. for example the recent report 

on the subject of Andersen åt al (I988). 

In atom-atom collisions, Andersen and Nielsen (1987) have analysed these effects for 

excitation and deexcitation. They derived so-called propensity rules for orientation which 

predict strong asymmetry in the populations of magnetic substates for a given collision 

geometry. This feature has been formulated through first-order perturbative considerations and 

stationary phase arguments in a velocity criterion for maximum transition probability 

^ + A m * = 0 ( U ) 

valid at intermediate impact parameters 

b M " n (1.2) 

for given energy change Ae and effective interaction range a. This criterion is valid only for 

right-hand collision geometry, cf. figure 1, when the change in magnetic quantum number 

(Am * 0) refers to the natural coordinate frame with quantisation axis perpendicular to the 

collision plane. 

As an illustration, in Na-He collisions, resonance excitation (AE > 0) from the 3s-state 

populates preferentially the 3p.j-state (Am < 0) according to the criterion (1.1). Note also the 

parallel conclusions drawn by Nielsen and Andersen (1987,1989) for Li-He collisions. Such 
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predictions have been confirmed by experimental measurements (Panev et ai 1987, Andersen 

et al 1988). Parallel theoretical studies of alignment and orientation effects in Na-He collisions 

have been carried out by Wahnon et al (1988) and in antiproton collisions with hydrogen or 

helium by Andersen et al (1990) and Lin et al (1989), respectively. 

In this context, electron transfer in ion-atom collisions is a natural next challenge for the 

study of propensity rules for orientation. Compared to excitation, the underlying physics in 

capture processes is different since the electron is transfered from one centre to another during 

the scattering event. Also the study of preferred orientation in excitation in the presence of 

strong capture channels is of interest. 

In the impact parameter formalism, the possible transfer of the active electron is included 

in the scattering state by a two-centre expansion. Hence the basis set is not orthogonal and 

furthermore the projectile orbitals must be modified by electron translational factors (ETF). We 

have recently presented an introductory analysis of orientation effects in singly-charged ion-

atom collisions, when neglecting BTF (Dubois et al 1989) . Indeed, in this low-velocity 

approximation, we have shown that considerations parallel to the ones for excitation are valid 

so that the criterion (1.1) may still be derived for capture channels. Furthermore, close-

coupling calculations for simple model systems clearly showed propensities for capture into 

magnetic substates according to (1.1). Nevertheless, we have also stressed that the selectivity 

and the range of validity of these propensity rules are less pronounced than for excitation in 

atom-atom collisions. 

Experimental studies of orientation and alignment for charge exchange have already been 

carried out by Witte et al (1987) for planar Na+-Na(3p) collisions, however at very low 

energies (0.1-0.2 keV). For higher energies (0.5-3.0 keV), electron capture in H+-Na(3p) 

(Royer et al 1988) and He*-Na(3p) (Houver et al 1989) collisions have been investigated at the 

level of total cross sections using a time of flight setup and angular differential measuremei.-.s 

are now planned (Dowek 1989). We may also mention experimental work by Finck ei al 

(1988) for Lyman-o emission in H+-NaM collisions. Related theoretical studies by Courbin el 
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al (1989) and Allan et al (1989), using a molecular approach, are forthcoming for K+-Na . 

Recently Lin et al (1989) have performed comparative atomic basis calculations of capture and 

excitation in proton-hydrogen and positron-hydrogen collisions. Note also the corresponding 

theoretical considerations for nuclear transfer reactions by Winther (1985). 

In Section 2 we present the general formalism of our study, with full inclusion of ETF as 

well as some perturbative considerations. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted, respectively, to the 

computational results and to a general discussion of orientation effects in singly-charged ion-

atom collisions. Finally we present briefly theoretical and experimental outlooks. 

2. Collision model 

We have adopted a simple, however, easily generalisable model for a quasi-one-electron 

collision system with singly-charged ion-atom excitation- and capture-channels, 

I B* + A(nlm) 
B + + A(n0l„m„) - » j 

{ B(nTm') + A* ( 2 , i ) 

Our aim is to describe satisfactory the gross features of the direct mechanism for electron 

excitation and capture, i.e. be valid for collisions at intermediate to large impact parameters in 

the medium to high velocity range. Accurate predictions for a particular system is not the 

purpose at present. 

2.1 Atomic basis 

We express the electronic scattering state in terms of a two-centre atomic basis, quantised 

in the natural frame of reference (Hermann and Hertel 1982). The z-axis is perpendicular to the 

collision plane, the x-axis parallel to the velocity of the projectile ion B + and the origin at the 

nucleus of the target A, cf. figure 1. 
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The projectile orbitals xB(n>) have been augmented by the electron translational phase 

factors, in order to secure Galilean invariance of the reference frame (Bates and McCarroll 

1958). Thus the target and the projectile atomic states may be expressed as 

< ( r , t ) = xf<r)exp(-ieft) ( 2 2 ) 

*?(r, t) = x?(r-R(t)) exp {-i (eg t + £ v* t - v . r ) } 

where EjA and £icB are the corresponding orbital energies. We choose for the orbitals Xj x( rx) 

effective charge hydrogenic orbitals (j=njljmj) centred at X, using Z j x = nj (-2ej x ) m and for 

(-Ejx) the experimental ionisation energies. Hence 

xf( r I ) = R „ j I j ( r x ; Z f ) ^ ( f I ) ( 2 3 ) 

where the radial parts are the usual Laguerre polynomials scaled with the individual effective 

charges Z j x . The description given is based upon a one-electron spin-free model Hamiltonian 

of the form 

H(t) = T + \\i) + V B ( | r - R ( t ) l ) (2.4) 

where T is the electron kinetic energy operator, V A is an effective electron-target core (A+) 

potential and VB an effective electron-projectile ion (B*) potential, it is assumed that the 

effective charge hydrogenic orbitals XjA and XkB are approximate eigenstates of the channel 

Hamiltonians (T + V A ) and (T + V s ) , respectively. 

2.2 Scattering state 

The one-electron scattering state may be represented by the two-centre expansion, using 

the atomic basis eq. (2.2), 

n* IAHI B 

Tfr.t) = 2> A M*j + £ aid)*? 
j - l k-iAn (2.5) 

quantised in the natural reference frame. In our model only states of the sa.ie reflection 

symmetry with respect to the collision plane interact For an initial 2S ground state only states 
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of even reflection symmetry contribute to the scattering state, e.g. s-states, p+i -states, d±2 and 

do -states. 

When inserting in the time-dependent Schrddinger equation, using the model 

Hamiltonian, eq. (2.4) and a straight-line constant-velocity projectile trajectory, R(t) = b + v t 

= b y + X(t) x, cf. figure 1, the result is a set of (n A +n B ) first-order coupled differential 

equations for the scattering amplitudes aAj(t) and aBk(0. In compact vector form, a = (aAi,..., 

aA

nA, a^A+l, —, aB

nA+nB), these may be written as 

iS-fa = Ma 
dt (2.6) 

where the coupling is represented by an overlap matrix S(v, b, X) and a potential coupling 

matrix M(v, b, X). We express the matrix elements in terms of orbitals quantised in the rotated 

natural frame, rotation angle tp(t), with x"11 following R(t), cf. figure 1, for example, 

S ^ = < x £ k < " | x A > r ° " e x p j i f ^ - ^ t + ̂ t + C^-mfXp]) { 2 J ) 

<? = < X? I e- i v T V B( I R-r|) | X? >"" « p {i [ (eg-ef)t + M t + (mg-mf)ip ] ) ( 2 g ) 

Mjf = < x f | e iv .rV A (r ) | z B > '» ' expj- if^-efjtH-lvlt + K-mfJtp]} ( 2 g ) 

The overlap matrix S is a result of the non-orthogonality of the atomic states centred at different 

nuclei. The potential coupling matrix is non-HermitJan due to the time variation of the overlap 

matrix. The general non-Hermiticity relation satisfied 

M t - M = i A s 

dt (2.10) 

nevertheless secures norm conservation of the scattering state, eq. (2.5), during the collision 

(Green 1965). 

To gain easy insight into the evolution of the electronic state along the trajectory we have 

chosen an alternative procedure, advocated by Hansen and Taulbjerg (1988), transforming to a 



new basis with diagonal S and consequently, cf eq. (2.10), a Hennidan potential coupling 

matrix, Gt = G. An orthogonal basis <B is introduced by the requirement that the <DA states are 

derived from the <1>A states of the target, orthogonalising to all projectile states <t>B and 

successively keeping the pseudo-states mutually orthonormal. For simplicity considering only 

one target state <I>iA the preorthonormalised state 4>iA is obtained as 

^ ( M ) 
k = n A + l 

/ V N A 

(2.11) 

with 
n A +n B 

NA(t) = 1 - £ Stf Sgf 

W + 1 (2.12) 

as the normalisation factor. 

In the preoithonormalised basis <D the one-electron scattering state is expressed 

•Pfr.t) = X ^ W * j + Z $(0 ®E 
j - l kwiA+l (2.13) 

and the amplitude vector a = (a A i aA„A, aB

nA+i,..., a B

n A + n B ) now has the desired 

property, satisfying close-coupled equations 

| i a = Ga dt (2.14) 

with a Hermiuan pseudo-state coupling matrix G. 

Note that the pseudo-state and the atomic state representations coincide before and after 

collision for vanishing overlap matrix elements, a(-°o) = a(-°o), i.e. identical initial conditions 

prevail. Now the amplitudes ii|<B(t) (k=nA+l,.., n A +n B ) may be interpreted as probability 

amplitudes for the proper projectile slates G>kB, eq. (2.4), all Uong the trajectory. 

2.3 Matrix elements 

The relation between the pseudo-state coupling matrix G and the original overlap matrix S 

and potential coupling matrix M follows from the orthonormalisation procedure described 
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above. Transform algorithms as well as their fortran versions have been given in the literature 

(Hansen and Taulbjerg 1988). The two-centre coupling matrix elements between a single 

pseudo target state O i A and any of the possible projectile states <t>icB, for example, may be 

expressed 

G (̂v,b,X) = rM#- ZS£M81/VN? 
L k' J (2.15) 

or in terms of the orbitals in the rotated natural frame 

G $ ( v , b , X ) = -±= <X?\e"-TVA\ xg>™ -
VNf (2.16) 

2 < x f U i v r l Zk'>"" <Z?lv A| zg^ lexp j - i f f ^ -e f + l-vi j i + drif-mtXp]} 

An illuminating separation into a pseudo potential coupling matrix element (in brackets) 

and a kinematic phase is regained. We note that the two-centre matrix elements expressed in the 

rotated natural frame are complicated, in general complex-valued and functions of v, b and X 

due to the ETF modification . In the limit of vanishing velocity, however, they reduce to real 

functions of the intemuclear distance R. 

A general coupled channel code has been developed in order to solve eq. (2.14) directly 

in the natural frame as implied above. For the two-centre ETF modified overlap and potential 

matrices general subroutines have independently been developed for Coulombic interactions by 

Hansen (1989) based upon the Shakeshaft (1975) procedure and by Dubois (1990) based upon 

the Cheshire (1967) procedure. 

In the coupled channel code the potentials VA(r) and V B( IR - r I) according to the model 

(cf. above) have been replaced by the long range Coulombic interactions of the valence electron 

with the (A+) target core and the (B+) projectile ion, respectively. 



2.4 First-order predictions 

Before proceeding to the close-coupling solution we explore the perturbation solution to 

eq. (2.14) for the capture amplitudes ajcB ( t —> °o) for given initial target state a j A (t —> -°°) 

= Sj,i. It is our intention to look for the possible discrimination of one or the other oriented 

capture state, i.e. for the possibility of a propensity rule for orientation favouring one of the 

np+i projectile states in capture from a target s-state. 

In analogy with the original demonstration of orientation propensity in s-p excitation 

(Andersen and Nielsen 1987) let us for clarity limit our atomic basis to s A and p±i B , the 

minimum s-p capture basis. Defining phase-corrected amplitudes 

* ~ I c \ 
aj(t) = aj(t) exp -i Gjj(f) df 

\ *~ ) (2.17) 

we may remove the diagonal elements from eqs. (2.14) and the 3-state CCE's read in 

simplified notation . 

( a * 0 G s t G s . [iM 
dt a? = G s \ 0 M». "a? 

\ 1? J \ G\. y£. o , 1 1 B I 
where the s-p± couplin gelem ems are, cf. eq (2.16), 

(2.18) 

(t) = C£? (t) exp | -i j [ G»p

B(f) - GfcV)] df 

= G S (t) exp (-i [ (AE + l-v*) t ± ip] 

with a distorted energy phase difference 

(2.19) 

Ae t = (eg-EA)t + J [ Gj£<0-GfcV)] df 

The matrix elements G&m (t) between orbitals in the rotated natural frame 

(2.20) 



GS'(v, b, X) -- J = / < SA | e i « V A | pj > 1 0 1 - X < SA | e i " | pB >">' < pB | V A | pB >«» \ 

VN A | Rt I 

(2.21) 

are complex valued and in general different from one another due to the ETF contribution to the 

integrands. Hence the two first-order capture solutions to eqs. (2.18) for as

A(-=°)= a s

A(-~) = 1 

a? (+-) = - £ G£' (b ,v ,X) exp{ i [ (A£-4 -v2 )£±<p] )dX 

• ' - (2.22) 

may differ, not only because of the different development along the trajectory of the two 

kinemadc phases of the integrand, but also because of different moduli and phases of the two 

coupling matrix elements G s±
r o t(v, b, X). This is in contrast to the corresponding solution for 

s-p excitauon for which the matrix elements Gst r o t to lowest order are real and identical except 

for a constant phase of K. 

Neglecting the translation^ phase factor contribution in the capture coupling matrix, i.e. 

introducing the limit v—>0 in eq. (2.19), real matrix elements Gs+
mt = - G s .

r a t result. Now the 

capture state p . i B is favoured for Ae > 0 (Am <0 for endoergic capture) while p+i B is 

suppressed. Indeed I a.B(X) I may increase steadily, due to a constant phase possibility for 

(Ae X/v - 9 ) over the interaction length AX=a and A(p = it in contrast to the behaviour of the 

phase related to I å+B(X) I, If the phase contribution from the energy distortion, cf. eq. (2.20). 

may be neglected, which usually is the case for symmetric singly-charged ion-atom capture 

when the energy defect AE is large enough, the propensity criterion (1.1) is regenerated for 

capture (Dubois et al 1989). 

The complete perturbation predictions, eq. (2.22), show that the capture amplitudes for 

both oriented states p± eventually will vanish rapidly with increasing velocity due to the ETF 

contribution v 2/2 to the kinematic phase of the integrands. Indeed, for finite velocity this 

contribution effectively shifts the capture state to higher energy, i.e. the complete kinematic 

phase lends to favour Am < 0 even for cxocrgic capture. These considerations, however, have 

left out the effects of the phase contributions from Ga™ (v, b, X) and die difference in moo -ili 



of these capture matrix elements. Both effects may influence the relative importance of the 

direct s-p± couplings and hence the direction and validity range of possible propensity rules for 

capture. Nevertheless we may expect orientation effects due to the different development of the 

kinematic phases along the trajectory for the different magnetic sub-states. 

In the next section we report and discuss close-coupling results for H+-Na collisions in an 

attempt to identify and analyse possible propensity rules for orientation in excitation and capture 

channels of a singly charged ion-atcm system. 

3. Computational .'«suits 

We have chosen the proton-Na system as a test for the model treatment (cf. Section 2) of 

excitation and capture in singly charged ion-atom collisions. From an experimental point of 

view the H+-Na system is a favourite choice, widely studied at the level of total cross sections 

(e.g. Shingal and Bransden 1987) and recendy also differential cross sections (Dowek 1989), 

for initial Na(3s) ground state as well as initially aligned Na(3px) and Na(3py) excited states. 

We have performed multistate close-coupling calculations, including in the natural frame 

expansion eq. (2.5), target states Na(3s, 3p+i, 3dn,3d±2) and projectile states H(ls, 2s, 2p+i). 

The results usually are presented as total level probabilities 

Piijlj = X | "njljnij | 2 

m i (3.1) 

for excitation and capture together with the corresponding orientation parameters 

X mj | a n j i j m j | 2 

L± (njjp = ^ p -
r"j'j (3.2) 

expressing the expectation value of the level angular momentum perpendicular to the collision 

plane. 
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3.1 10-statc calculations from Na(3s) 

In figure 2 we show the impact parameter dependence of the Na(3p) excitation and H(2p) 

capture results for proton collisions with Na(3s) ground state atoms at a typically large impact 

velocity v = 0.895 a.u., i.e. an impact energy of 20keV. We observe a large 3p excitation 

probability, a maximum of 50% at b » 8 a.u., clearly associated with a 3p_i orientation 

propensity, Lx being close to -1 for all b > 5 a.u.. The 2p capture probability is much smaller, 

nevertheless characterised by a preferred 2p.i orientation in the b-range (1-5 a.u.) of 

importance, with maximum population of =2%. 

Figure 3 shows the corresponding results for the lower impact velocity v = 0.35 a.u., i.e. 

a proton impact energy of 3keV. Now 2p capture is the important channel, in the impact 

parameter range 5-12 a.u., rising to a capture probability at b = 7 a.u. of more than 80%, and 

associated with a clear 2p_i orientation propensity. Excitation, on the other hand, is here less 

important averaging about 10% and preferred orientation (Li - -1) is predicted only for b > 10 

a.u.. The resulting total 2p capture cross section at v = 0.35 has been evaluated to 48 A 2 , that 

of 2s capture to 25 A 2 . Both predictions are in fair agreement with the 2p capture result (35 Å2) 

and the 2s capture result (22 A 2) obtained in the extended 63-state total cross sections 

calculations of Shingal and Bransden (1987). The experimental H(2p) emission cross section at 

v = 0.35 a.u. is reported at = 45 A 2 (Finck et al 1988). For Na(3p) excitation we obtain even 

better agreement, a total cross section of 23 A 2 compared to the Shingal and Bransden result 

21 A 2 at v = 0.35 a.u.. This we may take in support of the adequacy of the model in the 

important medium to large impact parameter range. 

Having identified the proper b-range of the direct coupling mechanisms for the 3p 

excitation and 2p capture, we show in figure 4 the velocity dependence of these processes at a 

fixed impact parameter b = 10 a.u.. We notice the very pronounced " Massey maximum" 

structure of the 3p excitation and 2p capture probabilities at medium (v\[ = 0.60 a.u.) and low 

(VM " 0.25 a.u.) impact velocities, respectively. Both of these maxima are accompanied by an 

orientation parameter L i close to -1 , i.e. a clear indication of a propensity rule for orientation. 

Qualitatively the picture is unchanged from that obtained in the previous study (Dubois et al 
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1989), neglecting the effects of ETF, for excitation and endoergic capture. The width of the 

capture probability, however, is now much more narrow due to the rapid fall-off of the ETF 

weighted capture matrix elements with increasing velocity. The energy change for 3p excitation 

and 2p capture are almost equal, Ae = 0.077 and 0.064 a.u., respectively, i.e. the different 

maximum transition velocities reflect the longer and shorter ranges of interaction for the 

excitation and capture processes, respectively, cf. eq. (1.1). 

3.2 Direct capture dynamics 

In this section we investigate the direct coupling mechanism for Na(3s) —> H(2p) electron 

capture. We have performed 3-state close-coupling calculations, including only Na(3s), 

H(2p+i) and H(2p.i) states in order to explore the coupling dynamics along the trajectory, in 

particular to probe the origin of possible orientation preference in s-p±i state capture. 

Figure 5 shows the velocity dependence of the total Na(3s) —> H(2p) capture probability 

and the corresponding orientation parameter Lj.(2p) at a fixed impact parameter b = 10 a. u. and 

for the two model cases; (a) 3-state CCS with neglect of ETF, i.e. using the limit v —> 0 in all 

two-centre matrix elements, cf. Section 2.3, and (b) 3-state CCS with full consideration of 

ETF. First we notice by comparison of (a) and (b) the expected effect of the electron 

translational factors in the high velocity range (v > 0.3 a.u.), a much more rapid fall-off for the 

capture probability with increasing velocity. Secondly, even at low velocity v ~ 0.05 a.u. there 

is still a noticeable ETF effect. At the probability maximum there is a clear propensity for 

orientation Lj_ < -0.8 in a wide velocity range 0.2 < v < 0.7 around VM - 0.3 a.u. (figure 

5(b)), also appearant when neglecting ETF (figure 5(a)), but shifted somewhat towards higher 

velocities. 

Comparing the 3-state to the full 10-state CCS (figure 4) we observe that the 2p capture 

probabilities do not agree, even to the high energy side, v = 0.4 - 0.8 a.u., there is a factor of 

two in the 10-state over the 3-state results. This difference in the direct transition predictions 

may be related to favourable Stark effect mixing of the hydrogen 2s, 2p states along the 
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trajectory in the 10-state case. Furthermore the probability maximum occurs at a lower velocity, 

VM » 0.22 a.u., in the 10-state calculation, and its magnitude (=55%) suggests a change of 

mechanism, probably involving the Na(3p) states due to effective low velocity coupling of the 

near degenerate states H(2p) and Na(3p). This is supported by the accompanying (v = 0.22 

a.u.) relative maximum of the Na(3p) excitation probability, well below that of direct 

excitation, cf. figure 4. In any case the 2p orientation predictions of the 3-state capture results 

are in surprisingly close agreement with those of the 10-state close-coupling solutions. 

Therefore, let us next investigate the coupling dynamics along the collision trajectoty in 

the 3-state direct capture model for b = 10 a.u. (a) at a low velocity v = 0.05 a.u., i.e. low 

capture probability and Lj_ = -0.77, expecting little effect of ETF, (b) at a medium velocity v = 

0.35 a.u., i.e. near maximum capture probability and Lj_ = -0.92, and (c) at a high velocity v = 

1.0 a.u., i.e very low capture probability and L i = -0.2, cf. figure 5(b). The resulting moduli 

and arguments of the direct coupling matrix elements G*s± (v, b, X), eq. (2.19). are 

displayed in figure 6(a)-(c) together with the contributing kinematic phases (Ae+ v2/2) X/v + <p 

as functions of trajectory coordinate X: 

mod G*s± = mod G r o Is± (3.4) 

arg G*s± = arg G r o l *s± + (Ae + v2/2) X / v ± (p (3.5) 

Already at v = 0.05 a.u., figure 6(a), we note that the s-p±i capture couplings are different in 

magnitude (by - 20%) over the interaction range a = 25-30 a.u.. Both phases, however, 

change by many periods (2)t' s) over a, and the result is a vanishingly small total 2p-capture 

probability and an "accidentally" oriented state. The kinematic phase contributions to arg(Gs±) 

are the dominant ones and neither of the two is modified significantly by the energy phase 

distortion along the trajectory. 

At the velocity v = 0.35 a.u., figure 6(b), a significant difference in the moduli of the s-

p+l capture matrix elements develop along the trajectory, favouring the s-p.i coupling by a 

factor of 2-3. Even more significantly, the arguments of the two coupling matrix elements 

develop drastically different: that of s-p.] remains nearly stationary over the coupling length a. 

whereas that of s-p+i increases monotonically by many periods. The same tendency is noted in 
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the kinematic phase contributions, however, the phase contribution from the complex valued 

G r o t * s . and the energy distortion greatly enhances a constant phase condition, that from G r o l * s + 

and the energy distortion does not. As a result, and reenforced by the moduli difference, a large 

2p capture probability is seen accompanied by a strong orientation propensity for the 2p.i 

capture state (Lx = -0.92). 

Finally at v = 1.0 a.u., figure 6(c), the phase development for s-p±i coupling again is not 

very different. In both cases a nearly monotonous increase by many periods over the interaction 

range. The 2p capture probability is vanishingly small and the orientation parameter by 

"accident" small (Lj. = -0.2) -we are well above the velocity range of favoured transitions. 

We may summarise that a propensity rule for Na(3s) •-> H(2p) capture, favouring a 2p.i 

oriented hydrogen state, as seen in the 10-state CCS, does originate from a stationary phase 

condition in the dynamical evolution of the scattering state. The direct mechanism for the s-p 

excitation thus has an analogue in s-p capture, both predicting a p-i preferred orientation for the 

right-hand collision geometry. The stationary phase in direct p-state capture, however, in 

general results from a more complicated interplay of kinematics and potential coupling. 

3.3 Excited initial states 

Although our atomic basis for proton-Na collisions in this study has been limited to 10 

states, we have decided also to probe possible orientation effects in excitation and capture 

channels starting from the Na(3p) excited states. From experiments (Royer et all 1988) we 

know that the 3p states of hydrogen do contribute significantly to electron capture from Na(3p) 

by protons, at impact velocities v > 0.3 a.u. equalling H(2p) capture in importance. 

Nevertheless, we may expect that our gross predictions concerning the dynamics of direct 

H(2p) capture upon the orientation of an initial Na(3p) state may be valid although based upon 

the limited 10-state calculation, Na(3s, 3p+i, 3dn, 3dt2) and H(ls, 2s, 2p+i). In figure 7 we 

show the total depletion of initially populated Na(3p±0 states as functions of impact parameter 

for a collision velocity v = 0.895 a.u.. It is very clear that an oriented 3p.j state is much more 

easily depleted by deexcitation, excitation and capture for all medium to large impact parameters 
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than is an oriented 3p+i state. The same picture holds at lower collision velocities, e.g. at v = 

0.35 a.u., for b > 10 a.u., i.e. also when the propensity favoured 3p.[-3s deexcitation channel 

loses its importance, cf. figure 3 and detailed balance. 

Excitation probabilities from initial states Na(3p.i) and Na(3p+i), respectively, to the 

possible Na(3dm) states (m = 0, ±2) are shown in figure 8(a) and (b) as functions of velocity 

for fixed impact parameter b = 10 a.u.. Starting in 3p.] the preferred excitation for v > 0.3 a.u. 

is very clearly the oriented 3d-2 state, in complete agreement with the propensity criterion eq. 

(1.1): Ae > 0 implies Am < 0 and hence 3d-2 is the only 3d state favoured from 3p_i. A broad 

probability maximum (= 55%) is predicted at VM ™ 1.0 a.u.. The 3d excitation channels starting 

from Na(3p+i), figure 8(b), exhibit a clear 3do state preference, again in accordance with the 

propensity criterion eq. (1.1) for Am = -1 , with maximum probability = 25% at VM = 0.7 a.u.. 

Also the 3d-2 state should be favoured from 3p-t-], however since Am = -3, with maximum at 

an impact velocity VM ~ 1/3 a.u., one third of that for the 3p-t - 3d-2 excitation of figure 8(a). 

Indeed we find in figure 8(b) a predicted broad, albeit low, probability maximum (=3%) for 

3p+i - 3d_2 excitation at VM => 0.4 a.u.. 

Finally in figure 9 we present the predictions of H(2s) and H(2p) capture from initially 

oriented Na(3p) states, probabilities and 2p orientation parameter as functions of impact 

parameter at a collision velocity v = 0.35 a.u.. We observe that the total n=2 capture is more 

favourable from an initially oriented Na(3p_i) state for all impact parameters, however, 

exclusively so for large impact parameters where the n = 2 capture probability from Na(3p+i) is 

rapidly vanishing (b > 11 a.u.). Note that the H(2s) and H(2p) capture probabilities are nearly 

equal in the large b range (both large for 3p-i, both small for 3p+i initial state), whereas H(2p) 

capture dominates over H(2s) capture for b < 10 a.u. independent of initial Na(3p) orientation. 

The resulting H(2p) capture states at v = 0.35 a.u. appear as mainly oriented 2p+i states 

over a wide impact parameter range, b = 5-15 a.u., independent of initial Na(3p) orientation, 

cf. figure 9 lower frame. At higher collision velocities v > 0.6 a.u. and large b (10 a.u.) a 

preferred capture orientation is again predicted, but now the opposite, H(2p.i), independent of 
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initial Na(3p) orientation. The capture probabilities, however, are much smaller (1-2% or less) 

in this velocity range. 

The Na(3p) —> H(2p) capture processes are exoergic, but, with Ae = -0.011 a.u. close to 

being resonant processes. The preferred capture channel at v = 0.35 a.u., H(2p+i) from 

Na(3p-i) and thus a Am = +2, does confirm the direct coupling mechanism for an exoergic 

process, cf. the criterion (1.1). So does the shift observed at higher velocities towards favoured 

channels Na(3p±i) —> H(2p.i), indicating an endoergic process, i.e. in agreement with the 

addition to the kinematic phase of the ETF contribution v 2 / 2, cf. eq. (3.4). With the small 

energy defect of these channels the energy distortion phase contribution is non-negligible, thus 

complicating a precise phase analysis of the coupling matrix elements. The degree of orientation 

of the H(2p) capture state may be influenced also by the Stark coupling of the degenerate 2s 

and 2p states. 

4. Summary and discussion 

We may summarise the results of the present model investigations as follows. Singly 

charged ion-atom collision systems are characterised by long range Coulomb interactions 

among the one-electron states of either atomic centre, determining direct excitation probabilities 

and orientations. Shorter range two-centre interaction couple the states of one centre to those of 

the other, determining direct capture probabilities and orientations. Close-coupling calculations 

show that previously derived propensity rules for excitation in atom-atom collisions, favouring 

specific oriented states, are also valid for atom excitation by ion impact, i.e. for excitation 

channels in competition with capture channels. The effects of ETF in the direct excitation 

mechanism is of second order in the two-centre couplings and generally negligible for the 

important large impact parameter range of interest, and we may rederive the propensity criterion 

eq. (1.1) for the excitation/deexcitation channels, predicting correctly preferred orientations 

seen in the close-coupling solutions. 
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For the capture channels we have shown how the ETF modification makes the stationary 

phase argument for preferred orientation of the H(2p) capture states, much less credible. The 

development of the kinematic phase of the direct coupling matrix element during the collision 

still favours one capture state against the other. However, coupling matrix moduli as well as 

phase phase contributions are now important, and may even accentuate the preferential 

population of the H(2p_i) state, as-we have seen in a 3-state analysis of the direct Na(3s) —> 

H(2p) coupling dynamics. Due to near resonance conditions for target and projectile excited 

states the complete close-coupling dynamics may be very intricate at lower to medium 

velocities, and the effects of the direct mechanism may be lost Nevertheless, we have found in 

the 10-state proton-Na predictions clearly preferred orientations of the H(2p) capture state over 

a broad range of impact parameters and velocities. 

Experimental evidence of of oriented capture states is not yet available. Lyman-rx emission 

in proton collisions with aligned Na(3p) atoms have been reported by Finck etal (1988). They 

conclude based on MO^data (Allan et al 1986) that the capture cross section is rather insensitive 

to the initial state alignment. Recendy, however, Dowek (1989) have measured total H(n=2) 

and H(n=3) capture cross sections from initial Na(3px) and Na(3py) states, and a clear 

dependence on initial alignment is observed for collision energies 0.5 < E < 2 keV, most 

dramatically and strongly energy dependent for H(n=3) capture. As of now there are no 

experimenal results for capture from initially oriented states to compare with the present 10-

state model prediction, cf. figure 9, that for b > 10 a.u. both H(2s) and H(2p) capture is much 

more probable from the 3p-i than from the 3p+i Na-state. 

In close-coupling atomic basis calculations for protons on H(ls), Lin et al (1989) have 

reported H(2p) and H(3p) excitation and capture probabilities and orientations at a few selected 

high impact velocities (v > 0.9 a.u.). The impact parameter dependence show for the excitation 

channels a clear 2p.j and 3p.i preference for b > 1 a.u., i.e. at the probability maxima and for 

larger impact parameters, and hence completely in accordance with the propensity rule for the 

right hand collision geometry (figure 1). We should like to emphasize that it is the collision 

geometry that determines the sense of rotation in the preferred oriented state, i.e. whether 
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b = ± b y . The potential for the heavy particle scattering itself, here repulsive, determines the 

(small) scattering angle and hence the direction of the projectile detectors in the corresponding 

coincidence experiments. For H(2p) and H(3p) capture channels in proton-H(ls) collisions the 

results of Lin et al (1989) predict an orientation parameter Lx converging towards -1 at larger 

impact parameters, however, showing a narrow positive maximum in the range b = 1-2 a.it. 

before going to zero for b —> 0. This behaviour corresponds to the one seen for H(2p) capture 

from Na(3s) in figure 3, scaled towards larger b, except that the positive maximum for the 

orientation parameter here clearly occurs at the low b side of a large capture probability 

maximum at b = 7 a.u. favouring 2p.[. The capture probabilities in the proton-H(ls) 

calculations are very small and rarely show clear maxima at medium b. but when they do so, 

the corresponding orientation parameter is negative. We suspect that the excitation and capture 

probabilities, and possibly the orientation parameters, for this system may be strongly 

influenced by the excessive degeneracy of the target and the projectile states. 

We may conclude by some comments on future developments of orientation and alignment 

studies for capture systems. First of all, it is crucial that further experimental results will 

become available at the level of planar collision geometry, in particular with respect to oriented 

initial and final states. Then, the choice of capture system is important in elucidating the direct 

coupling mechanism and, here asymmetric alkali ion-alkali systems are favorite candidates for 

singly-charged ion-atom collisions in spite of experimental difficulties due to fine and hyperfine 

structures splittings. Hiilser et al (1989) recently have taken up capture studies of the Na(nl)-

K* system, e.g. from Na(4d) aligned states. A first extension of the theoretical studies to 

multiply-charged ion-atom collisions with expected effects of the core charge asymmetry has 

been recently analysed for Be^+-He (Hansen et al 1989). 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Collision geometry and natural coordinate frame: the collision plane (v,b) defines 

the (x,y) plane, the quantisation z-axis being perpendicular to it. 

Figure 2. Impact parameter dependence of the probabilities and the related orientation 

parameters Lx of the excited 3p state (solid line) and capture 2p state (dot-dashed line, the total 

2p probability is multiplied by a factor 10 for clarity) for an impact velocity v = 0.895 a.u. 

Figure 3. Impact parameter dependence of the probabilities ami the related orientation 

parameters Lx of the excited 3p state (solid line) and capture 2p state (dot-dashed line) for an 

impact velocity v = 0.35 a.u. 

Figure 4. Velocity dependence of the probabilities and the related orientation parameters Lx of 

the excited 3p state (solid line) and capture 2p state (dot-dashed line) for an impact velocity 

b = 10 a.u. 

Figure 5. 3-state calculations: Velocity dependence of the probability and the related orientation 

parameter Lx of the capture 2p state for an impact parameter b = 10 a.u. (a) corresponds to the 

calculations when neglecting ETF and (b) with full inclusion of ETF. 

Figure 6. 3-state calculations: Evolution of the coupling matrix elements G*s. (solid line) and 

G*s+ (dashed line), cf. eqs. (2.18) and (3.4-5), along the trajectory path (X) at b = 10 a.u. and 

for 3 different impact velocities: (a) v = 0.05 a.u., (b) v = 0.35 a.u. and (c) v = 1.0 a.u.. The 

upper and medium rows show respectively their moduli and arguments. The lower row 

represents only their respective kinematic phases, cf. in die text eq. (2.22) in paragraph 2.4. 

Figure 7. Impact parameter dependence at v = 0.895 a.u. of the total 3p probability for an 

initial state 3p.j (solid line) and 3p+i (dot-dashed line). 

Figure 8. Velocity dependence at b= 10 a.u. for an initial state 3p_i (a) or 3p+i (b) of the 

probabilities of the excited states: 3&2 (solid line), 3do (dashed line) and 3d+2 (dot-dashed line). 
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Figure 9. Impact parameter dependence at v = 0.35 a.u.. The upper row represents the 2s-

(dashed line) and 2p- (solid line) capture probabilities from an initial 3p.i state and the 2s- (short 

dot-dashed line) and 2p- (long dot-dashed line) capture probabilities from an initial 3p+1 state . 

The lower row displays the orientation parameters related to the 3p states for an initial state 3p.i 

(solid line) or 3p+i (dot-dashed line). 
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ORIENTATION AND ALIGNMENT EFFECTS FOR CAPTURE IN 

MULTIPLY CHARGED ION-ATOM COLLISIONS 

J. P. Hansen and L. Kocbach 

Institute of Physics, Allegt. 55, N-5007 Bergen, Norway 

A. Dubois"1" and S. E. Nielsen 
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DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark 

Abs t r ac t 

The shape and the dynamics of the electron charge cloud for capture to the 2p states 

in J 3 3 + — He collisions hav^ been studied by coupled channel methods. It is found that 

for the most important impact parameter range the orientation parameter is close to -1 . 

corresponding to a propensity rule for electron capture into a 2p_i state. This effect is 

present for all velocities above 0.1 au and is probably a general aspect of electron capture 

to multiply charged ions dominated by capture to a p state. A new important feature of 

reaction dynamics at intermediate to large impact parameters is a slippage phenomenon, 

i. e. the major axis of the 2p charge density lags behind the internuclear axis as the 

projectile traverses the turning point. This is contrary to the behaviour expected on the 

basis of molecular model considerations. 

PACS: 34.70 

+ Also at: Physics Laboratory, H. C. Ørsted Institute DK-2100 Copenhagen, Dcmii.uk 
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The probability density distribution and orientation characteristics represent tin1 must 
fundamental level at which electron transfer processes in heavy particle collisions cmi In-
studied. Elaborate experimental techniques, recently developed, are required tu measure 
such effects. The emission following from decay of the captured electron must be detected 
in coincidence with the scattered projectile [1]. From the theory side, the dynamics and tin-
shape of the wave function have always been known from a sufficient expansion, but hiddrn 
in impenetrable masses of calculational data when evaluating the total cross sections. NVw 
computational procedures [2] and graphical tools [3] for analysis of the vast amount oi 
data following from a multistate expansion are required. Such techniques may reveal new-
features of the dynamics of ion-atom collisions. 

In utom - atum and singly charged ion - atom collisions s - p electron excitation lias 
been shown to follow so-called propensity rules [4]. In the natural frame of reference and 
for the usual right hand collision geometry (fig. 1A), the phase of the excitation coupling 
matrix element to a p _ ] state may become nearly stationary over an effective interaction 
range u. The phase of the direct matrix coupling element to the p+\ state . however , 
changes rapidly over the same integration range. Maximum transition probability occurs 
at a collision velocity v\t determined by the criterion (atomic units used throughout.) 

Aea 
+ Amff = 0. (1) 

VM 

Here Ac and Am refer to the change in energy and in magnetic quantum number. 

Thus for excitation the transition 5 —• p - i may satisfy the propensity criterion, rq. (1 ]. 

while 5 —* p+i cannot. 

For electron capture the phase argument is hidden in a much more complex lonji ••!' tin-

coupling elements due to the electron translational factors and the overlap matrix. Never* 

thelcss, recent calculations have shown that the p-t state is favoured also for end(:ei»'ic s 

- p capture in singly charged ion-atom collisions [5] . 

For multiply charged ion - atom collisions the arguments leading to eq. (1) are no 
longer valid , due to the asymmetric energy distortions. In addition the molecular curve 
crossing theory, approximated by the simple Landau-Zener model, gives no predictions 
of prefered orientations. But one must keep in mind that for multiply charged ion-atom 
collisions only a few states are usually important for capture and coupling to these states 
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occurs all through the region inside the crossing. Kinematical phase-effects miiy thus In-

important for asymmetric collisions as well. 

In order to explore such effects theoretically we consider B3+ colliding with He. which 
is a most promising candidate for experimental studies of the discussed behaviour [G]. In 
fig. IB we show the relevant approximate Landau-Zener potential energy curvrs of r hi' 
B2+ — He+ capture channels relative to the initial channel [7], 

V„tl(R) = 2/R + As„,,. (2) 

Here R is the internuclear distance and &£n,i is the capture energy change. We «ulopr 
a one-electron model which nevertheless has shown to give acceptable partial cross sections 
[8]. The wave function is expanded in a basis of effective charge hydrogenlike functions 
which have the correct energy levels of the separated atoms. The Is state of the target and 
the n=2 and n=3 capture states of the projectile are included in the expansion giving 10 
states in total. The coupled equations are solved directly in the natural coordinate frame 
using a straight line trajectory as described in [5j. This basis is believed to be sufficient, since 
the n=3 shell is weakly populated and does not effect the n=2 probabilities significantly. 
In this letter we shall discuss the dynamics in terms of the orientation partner or 

^ ( M ) = | a + | * + | a _ r ( 3 ) 

which is the expectation value of the orbital angular momentum perpendkuhu- to 
the collision plane. Here a+ and a_ are the amplitudes resulting from the close coupling 
solution. The major axis of the 2p charge cloud is given by the alignment angle 

7(6,v) = -[IT + arg(a-aX)} (4) 

The behaviour of these parameters follow the reaction dynamics taking place as the 
projectile traverses the turning point. In fig. 2A we display three snapshots of the charge 
cloud distribution, \^{x,ytz = 0,JV = vt)\2, for an impact parameter b= 4.7.vrlnrity 
v=0.3, and projectile coordinate (from left to right) X= -2.2, X=0.2, X=2.5. Initially (h>. 
2A,left), the charge cloud tends to follow the internuclear axis with maximum charge cloud 
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density between the target and projectile. As the collision evolves, an angle between the 
charge cloud centred at the projectile and the charge cloud centred at the target, builds 
up (fig 2A,right). This may be expressed as a slippage angle which is shown explicitely 
in fig 2B. In this figure the projection of the total wave function onto the 2p states, 
|a_^2p,-i(z,5/,2 = O) + O + 0 J P I + I ( I , y, z = 0 ) | 2 , is displayed. The buildup of the slippage 
angle is shown in the lower right corner. 

The slippage can be understood in terras of the following simple model. For direct 
s-p three state transfer, neglecting the couplings arising from the presence of translation^ 
factors, the coupled equations can be written, 

•*(!)=(•? 3; ?)($)• 
In this expression the cR 's are amplitudes of the aligned atomic states p ? , p j along 

and perpendicular to the internuclear axis. Vas is the potential coupling and ±i(f> is the 
rotational coupling between t hep ^ state and thep§ state. We now observe that by neglect
ing the rotational coupling the dynamics takes place only along the internuclear axis. On 
the other hand, if one at any instant during the collision 'switch off1 the potential coupling. 
the rotational coupling produces a configuration of two uncoupled p states fixed in space. 
The rotational coupling therefore appears as a friction term acting on the charge cloud 
and introducing a slippage relative to the internuclear axis. This gives rise to pronounced 
alignment angle ,7 ss f in fig. 3 and fig. 4. 

In fig. 3 we show the impact parameter dependence of the total 2p capture probability 
, the related orientation parameter Lj_, and the alignment angle 7 at the projectile velocity 
v = 0.3. The oscillations of the probability for small impact parameters and the r.injor 
peak around b = 4.0 are well known features of electron capture in such systems. The 
L± and the 7 parameters , however, are displayed for the first time. For small impact 
parameters L± and 7 are oscillating functions, a result of couplings between the 2s state 
and the 2p±i states. But outside the crossing of the 2s state at about b ss 4.0 (cf. fig. 
IB), the 2p capture process is of direct nature. In this region the orientation parameter is 
negative corresponding to dominant capture to the 2p_ t state. The orientation parameter 
curve formes a "valley" which rises steeply where the interplay with the 2JS staU: starts. 
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For the larger impact parameters the orientation parameter is close to zero, and a 2pa 

state results at vanishing probability, At maximum 2p capture probability, the orientation 

is close to - 1 , i.e. a fully oriented 2p_i state. 

Although the reaction is exoergic, the negative orientation may still be understood 

from eq. (1). When the projectile traverses the turning point, the "energy level" of the 

projectile p states is above the target Is state because of the distortion (cf. fig. IB). . i.e. 

"Ae" is effectively greater than zero. 

In fig. 4 we show the velocity dependence of the 2p capture probability, orienta

tion parameter and alignment angle for b = 5.0 . It is striking that, the clear preferred 

orientation for this system holds over a wide velocity range. In fact the observed "propen

sity valley" for the orientation broadens for increasing velocity. Below v=0.1 the collision 

time becomes so long that multiple oscillations of the charge cloud tend to wash out any 

systematic behaviour. 

Our main conclusion is therefore a prediction of strong propensity for capture to the 

oriented 2p_i state in the B3+ - He collisions. A more sophisticated two-electron model will 

probaL"/ give similar results since the kinematical phase effects will prevail. The results 

very probably are universal features also observable in other multiply charged collision 

systems where capture is dominated by p states , such as Ari+ - Ar [9]. The reaction 

dynamics has been argued to be dominated by the projectile passage through the turning 

point. This feature is not described by the standard Landau-Zener model but possibly by 

an extended Landau-Zener model including rotational coupling [10] . Experimental results 

for the J 9 3 + - He system are not yet available. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1A: The natural coordinate frame used in the model calculations. A trajectoiy 
is shown in the usual right-hand collision geometry, R-(i) = X + b , where X = vt 

Fig. IB: Landau-Zener energy curves for the most important reaction channels for 
the B3+ — He system. 

Fig. 2A: Snapshots of the total charge cloud distribution in the collision plane at three 
different internuclear separations; X = -2.2, X = 0.2, X = 2.5, and for b = 4.7, v = 0.3. 

Fig. 2B: Similar as fig. 2A but only the projection of the total wave function onto the 
2p states of the projectile is shown for the same collision parameters. The target origin 
is marked with a ' + ' . In the lower right comers a thick arrow shows the direction of the 
internuclear axis and a thin arrow shows the direction of the alignment angle. The slippage 
angle is the angle between the two arrows. 

Fig. 3: Total B2+(2p) capture probability, orientation parameter L± and alignment 
angle 7 as a function of impact parameter for v = 0.3 

Fig. 4: Total fl2+(2p) capture probability, orientation parameter Lx.and alignment, 
angle 7 as a function of velocity for b = 5.0 
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